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In times past Tihen rea~  materials for the masses uere 
neither available nor necessary, man was not greatly handicapped in 
competing with his neighbors because of his inability to gain knowledge · 
from writen records. Due to the limited contacts with life, the de-
mands of society i'or a high degree of efffoiency in reading were fe71, 
The ver.J simplicity of life made the art of reading p:ractical.ly un-
neoe:;isary. 
tTod.ay reading is essential to inteligent paticipation 
in the activities of modern life and it is vitaly related to practicaly 
al classroom activities.n
1 
With the enlargement and growth of comrm.ui ties fr an srml 
isolated units with very narrow interests into larger units with world 
interests, has come a cal· for increasingly greater means of keeping 
in touch v7i th the' affairs and activities of the world. The ability to 
read accurately and rapidly the different types Of reading materials 
is one of the greatest uccom1)lishments of man so far as personal en-
joyment and general enlightenment are concerned• 
As modern life becomes more complex, the obligations and 
res pons ibili ties o:r the school become more numerous. Ei'ficien t teach-
. ers everywhere are set.ins up objectives and broadening the aims of 
teaching reading in order that they rhay be able to prepare pupils to 
.. _-
l. T\1enty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the study of 
Education, Part I, (1925) p. 9• 
2 
enter into o.nd. secur e the most personal gain fr'on1 school subjects and 
. . . 
life activities that involve ·reading. Rea.ding should not be taught. 
for its ovrn sake, but as a means to an end. Teachers who are interest-
ed in scientific procedures for the teaching of reading are taking 
advantage of the results of psycholosical re ~ar  of the last few 
years, ui th. a hope of ma.1dng more efficient readers and hence, beter 
citizens. 
Reading a Complex Act 
Th.ere is back of every mechanical phase of reading a complex 
psychological process in operation. Th.is psychological process is 
com.posed of intricate ha bi ts integrated into a reaction 1movm as read-
ing. Most pupils reach the seventh grade with a number of reading 
habits partialy developed. The use of these habits varies with. the 
' '  1 
content and purpose of reading. The degree to u ~ distinct reading 
habits have been perfected wil depend not only upon the amount and 
ar e~  of reading experience, but also upon the guidance and incentives 
provided to induce proper reading habits. 
Gates says, "that while training in the primary grades is 
-of supreme importance; instruction in reading does not cease vi th the 
primary gt'ades and difficulties in teaohing are not confined to the 
lower levela.n
2 
There is no limit to the degree to which one can 
. develop his skil in reading. Since reading is the most essential 
l. s.c. Garrison and K.C. Garrison, The Psychology of Elementary 
school subjects. Johnson Publishing Co., Hew York, 1926, p. 272. 
2. A.·r.· Gates, The r ~e t of Reading,· (1929) p. 3. · 
3 
tool subject, a tool upon which al educational r ~e  depends, it 
seems highly important that <Nery teacher should be a reading teacher • . 
Every teacher should have some knowledge of the fundamental laws 
that form the basis for further development of psychological habits 
related to the reading process. A point of departure has been established 
if one can discover ·the particular type of reading which is most valu-
able to his field of instruction. Techniques and methods Of study can 
be more adequately provided if. such knoHledge is at one's disposal. 
It was with such facts in mind that this study was made. 
B. Related studies 
Evidence that those engaged in research .are recogni-zing the 
importance of reading in education is made manifest by the great number 
of investigations that have been carried on in that field in recent 
years a 
According to w.s. Gray, studies made within the last five 
years ·disclose the fact that pupils who enter junior high schools 
vary widely in reading achievement• He states that scores on reading 
tests usualy range from the third-grade norm or below to the twelfth-
gx-ade norm or above. There are two general types of reading deficiencies 
recognized among secondary school pupils. One.of them relates to 
di ficu.l ties in fundamental ha bi ts_ of recognition and interpretation, 
th!3 other relates to difficulties in various forms and applications 
l 
in content subjects. 
-~ ----~ . ---~ --
1. w.s. ·Gray, "Reading Deficiencies in Secondary Schools" The Journal 
of Ho.tiono.1 Educational .Association, June 1931, p. 197. 
J' .M. Mccalister carried on an investigation., in the 
seventh and eighth grades of the Laboratory Schools of the Univer-
sity of Chicago in 1926-27 and 1927-28 to discover reading difficulties 
encountered in studying content subjects. He-made a careful analysis 
of reading activities involved in the study of American History, 
mathematics• and general science• This information vras obtained 
through (1) ·visiting classes . to learn the methods of teaching and 
materials taught, (2} careful study of the techniques of teaching and 
of materials taught to determine the reading actiyities re~u red  
and {3) analysis of pupils' writen reports and observation of 
pupils' study activities to identify difficulties in performing read-
ing activi ties.1 
The results of this study show (1) twenty-one reading 
difficulties grovring out of pupils method of ataclc, . (2) thirteen 
reading difficulties caused by inability to recog11ize relationship, 
(3) si:x: difficulties arising from lack of knoVJledge of subject mater, 
(4·) five reading difficulties caused by deficiencies in vocabular-1, 
(5) three reading difficulties caused by inaccuracies, and (6} two 
diff'icul ties caused from lach: of clearness in directions given to 
2 
pupils. 
'Ihe same investigator made another study to determine the 
cause and cl1uracter of retardation in reading among pupils of the 
----~ -~ ---~ 
4 
1. J.M. McOalister• "Reading Difficul. ties in Studyine; Content Subjects. u 
Elementary School Journal. Nov. ~~  p. 191. 
2. d ~ ~ 199. 
seventh and eighth ~ade  After giving several standardized reading 
tests, he selected for rtirther study those whose scores were below 
the nor.ma for their respectiye grades on one or more tests• The 
ca,se study technique was then used. A critical analysis of the read-
ing difficulties of each }?upil was made throuf:ih the use of formal 
and lnformal tests, photS'graJ;ils. of eye-movements, and observation 
5 
· of' study r e~ t e  To determine the cause and origin of 'deficiencies, . 
. a study of contributing influences, such as mental ability, school 
history, and personality traits, was carried on.
1 
Among the significant causes of reading deficiencies dis-
closed by this study, meager reading a:perience was found to be the 
most c amnon cause. Other factors con tributing to reading difficulties 
were personality traits, such.as dreamy meditative disposition, ner-
vous and excitable temper8:111ent, extreme timidity, r~ etu u  disposi-
tion, indifference• meager reading vocabulary, frequent changes of 
schools, advancement at too rapid a rate in lower grades, slow learn-
ing resulting from low mentality, narrow interests, defective vision,. 
and improper reading habits.
2 
Reading and Scholastic Achievement 
Dickinson, in an effort to determine the relation of reading 
ability to scholastic achievement correlated school marks with test 
1. J.M. McCalister, 'Character and c·auses of Retardation in Reading 
.A;mong Pupils of the Seventh and Eishth Grades . " Elementary School 
Journal, Sept. 1930, p.· 36. 
2. d~ t P• 42. 
scores• The folowing tests V1ere given to a group of pupils in 
GradeIXB: the Pressey Mental Survey Scale, the Thorndike McCal 
Silent Reading Scale for d~r ta d  of Sentence's, and the 'Ihorndike 
Visual Vocabulary Scale .,.Upha 2 X series. The marks representing 
achievement were 0 bta.ined 'from school records 'of the' pupils in the 
eighth, nintht and tenth gt'ades• 
The folowing conclusions were drawn from findings of the 
study: {l) The correlation (. 649 t •032) between the scores made on 
the inteligence test and the scores ~de on the silent reading test 
suggest a pertinent relation between the two; (2) the coefficient of 
' correlation between the scores on the vocabulary and ~~e te G~ e 
tests (.631±.•031) further emphasizes the· foregoing statement; {3) 
the highest coefficient of correlation (.763±•026) was bet"r1een 
scores· made 'on the silent reading test and those made on the vocabul.ar.1 
tests; (4) coefficients of correlation between reading scores and the 
different school subjects ranging tioru .233 to • 743 prove that there 
is a close rela. tion bet11een reading ability and scholastic achieve-
ment; ( 5) t~ e factors and elements that underlie e e~ t reading 
. and vocabulary ability _are significant factors conditioning school 
progr:ess.1 
Junona; noted research workers in the field of reading are 
Judd and Buswel, 11ho through an extended study of the various t ~ s 
of reading, have concluded that excelent perform.a.nee in one t~ e of 
1. Charles E. Diclcinson, 1111. Study of the Relation of Reading Ability 
to Scholastic .Achievement.0 School Reviev1. Oct. 1925, p. 617-526. 
6 
reading does not imply e:x:oelency 'in .al other types. Their results 
justify their statement concerning the necessity of a special .tech-
nique for teaching high-school tud~ t  to read algebra fluently.and 
inteligently; and that there ought to be teaching methods for in-
struction in :reading science and other school subjects. They state 
further that the higher applications of reading ability are not to 
be ignored. or thought of as automaticaly provided for by t~e 
training given th.rough the reading of fiction or poetry.1 
An analytical studyc of thir·ty-one disabilJ. ty cases in read-
ing made by Myrtle Keplinger substantiates the findings of other 
investigators. For this study thirty-one poor readers ~re selected 
on the basis of test scox·es received on Gates Silent Reading ~e t 
and the New Stanford Achievement Test in Reading. These tests were 
given to the entire seventh grade in the Lawrence Junior High School. 
A detailed study was made of those ranking lowest. '!he writer wished 
to discover the mental ability of the group ~ d to detect.their 
svecif'ic reading difi'icul ties. T'ne environment was studied to see 
the effect of certain personality characteristics upon reading 
abilities. 
The folowing tests were administered (1) Terman's Test of 
Mental Ability, (2) Otis Self-Administering Inteligence Test, 
(4) Porteus Maze Test, (5) Stanford Revision of the Binet-simon 
Inteligence Test, (6) Gates Primary Reading Test, (7) Public School 
----- ---.-~ -----
1. C.H. Judd and G.T. Buswel, "Silent Reading: A study of Various 
TYpes." Supplementary Eduaat:J_onal Monographs. Ho. 23. -Hov. 1922, 
.P• 26. 
7 I 
Achievement Test in Reading Form. I, (8) Gray's Standardized Oral 
Reading Paragraphs, (9) Informal S:peea. tests, (10) New Stanford 
.Achievernent Test. 
Correlations were.ma.de using the different test scores• 
Questionnaires were used to secure further information concerning 
the environment of those studied. From these Cata, Miss Keplinger 
concluded (1) that mental ability v1a.s closely related to scholastic 
achievement, (2) that the class did· better in mechanical processes 
than iil.ey did in abstract thinking, (3) that lJOOr home environment· 
and 'little encouragement to read caused retardation, (4) that fre-
quent changing of schools caused retardation and difficulties -in 
reading, (5) that the children were not handicapped physically, 
(G) that personality traits such as indifference, lack of self-
confidence; laclc of dependab iii ty, lack of perseverence, and lack of . ' 
originality may haVG caused some fo.ilures. 1 
1. M·yrtle Keplinger, An .Analytical Study of Thirty-One Disabil;l ty 
Cases in Reading. Unpublished Master's Thesis. 1930. 
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Cru:E1TER II 
~  OF . TEE FROBLEM Al.ID THE hIBTiIOD OF ?110CEDURE 
The aim of this study is to atempt to answer the folowing 
questions, ·through the use of standardized test results, personal 
interviews, and school records• 
l. What is the relation between reading ability, 
as measured by t~~dard ed tests, and chronological 
age, mental age, inteligence quotients, different 
school subjects, and the average of seventh grad.e marks? 
2. What types of reading as measured by ~te  Silent 
Reading Test are most essential to achievement in the 
different school subjects? 
·3· What relationship exists bet·v1een oral reading, 
a.s r ~a ured by Gray's Oral Reading Paragra1fos; and silent 
reading ability as measured by Gates Silent Reading 
Test, The Ne\'1 Stanford Reading Test, and the Chaprnan-
Oook Speed of Reading Test? 
4. What· relationship exists between the folov;in·g 
fac·t;ors and reading ability? 
a. Occupation of father 
b. Number of magazines in the home 
c. Sunday-School atendance· 
d. Kind of reading preferred 
e. Atendance of movies 
f. Atitude t r a ~d reading 
10 
g. Radio in the home 
h. Change of schools 
i. Travel 
5• Are there any significant differences in the 
reading abilities of the six elementary school groups? 
6. What is the appro:dmate reading ~ e  of 
'the seven th grade as revealed by a batery of tests? 
To answer these c1uestio11s correlations ·aere made between 
· reading scores and chronological ages; mental aGes, inteligence 
quotients and school marks. High and Lon Groups were selected 
on three different bases, and comparisons tere made by the use of 
the formula D , the reliability of the difference between 
?.E. ( diff. ) 
t-:;10 obtained means. For the purpose of detecting factors vrhich in-
fluence reading ability, the personal interview tech1?-iy_ue was .employed 
t~  two of these grou1Js. Foi . uddi tional comparative study, the grour:is 
re re ~ t  the cliff'ercmt ·eleinen tary schools were compared on various 
·measures, 
The official school records were used in securing chrono-
logical ages 1 mental ages, inteligence quotients, school :marks, uew 
Stanford Reading Test scores, and elementary school records. 
Li11li tations of the Problem. 
Some of the ruost obvious of the limitations of this study 
a.re as folows: 
l. Grades mo.Jr not be an adequate measure of 
achievement. Motivation is essential to school 
progr-ess• but it is not measured by standardized 
~e t  nor by school marks• 
2. Emotional stability has not been ~ dered 
in this study. A child's a·ti tude, feelings• and euiotional 
control are of :Qa.rara.ount importance in education, but. this 
study has not e ~ a ed them• 
3• Standardized tests are useful in detecting gt'OUP 
weaknesses, but individuaJ. study is needed to disclose 
specific difficulties of special deficiencies, 
4. This study has not included an investigation 




~  ON OF DATA 
.A. Data on Mental Tests 
Hear the close of eaoh school year those in charge of the 
Lawrence, Kansas, Junior High .School provide a mental testing r r~u  
for pu:gils. in the elementary schools t1ho.)wil be eligible ·to enter 
the seventh grade the i'olovfing September. In l.1ay, 1931, five mental 
tests were given. 
The e ~ given ~re  
l. Terman Group Test of MentaJ. Ability, Examination 
Form B. 
~ Haggerty Inteligence Examination, Delta II. 
3. McCal MU.l timental Scale• 
4• National Inteligence Test, Scale A, Form I. 
5• Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability t 
Intermediate Examination• Fol'll B. 
The resul:ts of each of these tests were changed into 
Terman equivalents, a ~ median inteligence quotients were calculated 
and corrected to ·date of other tests. During the nax:t year, those 
who entered the school system from other schools were tested, and 
12 
their records were placed on file with those :t.com the Lawrence schools. 
" The first column of Table I shows the distribution of 
chronological ages. The mean clu . onological age of 13 2/12 years 
is ·probably about the average age of most seventh gx:-ade pupils in 
13 
TABIE I 
CHRONOLOGIC.AL A1ID MENTAL ,AGES 
Chronological Age Mental Age 
Months F F 
205-209 2 
.200-204 l 4 
195;.199 0 5 
190-194 0 6 
185•169 2 6 
180-184 6 12 
175-1?9 5 6 
170-1'74 14 23 
165-169 17 27 
160-164 23 20 
155-159 39 26 
150-154 42 26 
145-149 "36 l, 
~  10 13 
135-139 8 7 
130-134 3 
·125-129 2 
Ho. of Cases· 203 203 
·Mean 157. 351 (13 2/12 yrs) 164.52 (13 9/12 yrs.) . ' 
s.n. l.12 months 18.65 months 
school systems where u~  start to school at about six and one-
half years of· age. The dispersion at the upper ehd of the distribu-
tion is much greater. than that at the lower end, indicating that 
there were more extreme . cases aroong the older pu1)ils than among the 
younger ones. 
The second column. of Table I shows the arrangement of the 
group according to mental ages. _.Although the mean mental age is 
seven months greater than the me.an chronological age; it should be 
noted that the standard deviation is larger also. The middle sixty-
eight percent in this distribution fal within the approximate 
t' 
li1uits of twelve to fifteen years, while in the chronological ages 
the limits included only those ·cases between tvrnl ve to fourteen years• 
Thus it is evident that there is a somewhat greater scater around 
the central tendency in. the distribution of mental ages• 
As one would expect from a study of the distributions of 
chronological and mental ages of the group, the mean I.Q,. is above 
100. Table II presents the arrangement of the seventh grade on the 
basis of I.<i. The extreme measures of 70 and 145 shovr a great 
range of capacity. Consiaering an I.Q. of 100 as representing average 
inteligence, this group with a mean I.Q. of 106 is slightly above 
average mentaly. The standard deviation of 15. 50 marks the li:mi ts 












































The axnount of dispersion is greater toward the un:)er end . -· 
of the distribution. 
In this study of. the results of the mental test data; the 
following facts are evident: 
l. The mean chro11ologi cal age of the group is 
approximately the same as the average of other seventh 
grade pupils. 
2• The mean mental age of the group is higher 
than the mean chronological age. These facts insure 
a mean I.Q. above average• 
3. The great range in mental capacity presupposes 
differences on all measures of achievement. 
B• Distribution of Raw Scores of Reading Tests · 
The following standardized reading tests were given to the 
entire seventh grade: Gates Silent Reading Test* The Mew Stanford 
Reading Test• and. Chapman-Cook Speed. of Read.i;ng Test. 
Gates Silent Reading Test is composed of four types of tests. 
Gates says that there are four types of reading abilities, that an 
individual may be competent in one type and not in others, and that 
each type is developed by instruction directed specifically to it. 
Because of these facts he has divided the test into four parts 
1 
to test distinct types of reading. 
Gates TYQe A - Reading for General Significance. 
- - - - - ~ ~ - - - ~ - - -




SCORES OU GATES SILENT READING TEST 
TT.i:.ES A, B, and C 
Ty.pe·A Type B Type C 
Scores F F F 
24- 7 13 3 
22-23 7 9 11 
20-21 15 21 24 
18-19 16 21 20 
16-17 19 23 38 
14-15 35 31 27 
12-13 35 33 28 
10-ll 32 20 24 
6-9 22 19 18 
6-7 11 e 8 
4-5 2 5 O' 
2-3 2 2 
Total Humber 
ot Cases 203 203 203 
Mean 14145 15.37 15.34 
S.D. 4.62 5.12 4•58 
Mean Read-
Ing Grade 5,73 7.18 7.68 
Table III presents the distributions of scores on Tests 
A., B, and C. The first column of this table gives the reaul ts of 
•rype A, Reading for General Significance. The mean score of 14. 45, 
eq_uivalent to a reading grade of 6.73, indicates below average per-
formance on this tYl1e of reading. The standard deviation, 4. 62 
suggests a rather close grouping arowid the central ·tendency. 
_ Figure. I presents the same facts graphicaly. It shows 
also the performance of the gr: oup in relation to established norms 
·for other grades. In this graph, and others· to foloVT, the red 
line wil represent the average :mark of the group being, s;tudied. 
'!his graph shows somewhat greater dispersion near the up:per limits• 
Type B -Reading to Predict the Outcome of Given 
Events 
In the second column of Table III; the results of ~ e B, 
Reading to.· l?redict the Outcome of Given Events t are given. The 
mean and standard deviation are larger than in Type A· It. is 
interesting to note that thirteen pupils made perfect scores, scores 
above eleventh gr:ade achievement, while only two ma.de scores of the 
third grade level. 
Figure II, with its extended base line indicates consider-
able dispersion. iUthough the mean reading grade is 7.18, the per-
formance is stil ·below average as these tests y;ere Given at the 
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~r e C -Reading to Understand ?recise Directions. 
The third column of Table III presents the ar~a e e t 
of the group on ~ e C, Reading to Understand i:.recise Directions. 
In this test* the mean score of 15.34 \7ith a standard deviation of 
4.58 is indica"tive of a rather close grouping around a mean score 
equal to a reading s;t'ade level of 7.68. There is more scater at 
the lower end of the distribution than is found at the upper end. 
Figure III shovrs that there is more tapering off tor;ard the upper end 
Of the distribution, but the two extreme. cases at the lower end cause 
the major portion of the base-line to lie bel.ow the group mean. The 
red line fals nearer the eighth grade mark t ~  it did in the other 
types, and-the standard deviation is smaler; but the atainment of 
the grou1) in this type of reacdng is stil a litle below average 
for pupils who have almost completed the ·seventh gi:-ade• 
TYpe D :-Re.adfog to Note Details 
20 
Table r:v deals with T°'J].)e D - Reading to Hote Details. The 
mean score of 35.73 and its corresponding mean reading grade indicate. 
lower average ;performance on this test than on any other of the fO\.U' 
types. '!he standard deviation of 9,42 locates the middle sixty-eight 


























15-17 . ·3 
12-14 2 
Total ·Humber of Cases 203 
Mean 35•73 
S.D. 9.42 
Mean Reading Grade 6.48 
Figure IV· shows s a:n.e piling u:p of 
scores tovrard the upper end of the figu.re. 
The ~ u  mean fals between the sixth a11d 
seventh grade levels of achievement. It 
should be a litle more than a gr: ade higher to 
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Nevt Stanford Reading Test 
The New Stanford Reading Test v;as designed to 
measure tv;o :phases of reading ability, ~d meaning and 
paragraph meaning. Norms are available for the different 
levels of perfor:rp.ance. 
The first column of Table V shows the distribu-
tion of scores, the mean, and the standard deviation ar 
Test I, Paragraph Meaning. On this test the seventh 
grude pupils made a mean score of 92. 23, which is equivalent 
to the mean reading grade of 8.43. Ori this measure of 
reading the group scored almost a whole grade beyond their 
actual grade placement. There is. a large amount of scater 
in the lo\'ler part of the distribution. 
25 
TABLE V 










































































Figure V shows the piling up of high scores, result-
ing in a high degree of negative skewness• 
In.the seco11d column of Table V the scores on the 
Word Meaning Test are given. The mean score of 85.63 eciuals 
a reading grade of 7.47, which is a manifestation of slight 
deficiency in vocabulary. Figure VI shov1s a dis iz'ibution that 
approaches the normal curve more nearly than does the arrange-
·ment of scores on Test I. The scater is a litle greater at 
the lower end of the distribution than in the upper portion. 
: 
Tne standard deviation, 15.40, locates the lLuits of the middle 
sixty-eight percent between 70.23 and. 101.03, a range of ·thirty-
one points. 
The Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Test' 
The Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Test consists of 
thi,:rt-y ·short paragraphs, each of which contains one word which 
SJOils tho meaning of the ?aragraph. The pupils are instIUcted 
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The re ue ~  dis t-.d.but ion, mean, st andarcl 
deviation, and median reading grade level on Chapman-
Cook Speed of Reading Test are shown in Table VI. 
It is to be no_,God i'rom a study of the distribution 
that there the greatest amount of grouping in the 
lower central i)art of the distribution. 
The median reading grade level, 5.97, 
placeG, the average speed of reading of the group 
almost on the sixth grade level. 
Fieure VII pres on ts the same facts in graph-
ical f o:tm. 
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TABLE VI 
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The. ~e  of the Hew Stanford Reaa.ing Test; The Gates 
Silent Heading 1.rest, and the Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Test 
were then weighted and se]?axate test scores \7Gl"G combined into· 
composite reading scores. 
The s·cores were we ig'h ted according to their vuriabili ty. 
By this method the standard deviation of each test was ei't.tier 
mul ti1)lied ~r divided by som.e number or fraction of a nurube1· which 
would make it a r a ~e  equal to the other standard deviations, 
which i1ere equalized in the same manner. The separate scores of 
each distribution were then multi1)lied or divided by thy same 
nuraber used in m.ul tiplyine; or di vi ding their respective· sta.ndaxd 
deviations. The composite scores were computed for al of the 203 
:PUlJils • . 
Table VII shows· the frequency distribution of the 
composite scores. The scores range from 66. to 196 with. a mean 
score of 137.02 and a standard deviation of 29.53. ~ere is .some 
piling up of scores near the upper end of the series, while the 
dispersion is gi:eater in the lower part of the distribution• 
Figure VIII pi ct-ures a more regular outline than do 
the single measures of reading, 'l,1his conbina tion of scores takes 
into account the different kinds of reading, and should, therefore, 
be a beter measure of reading atainment· than any one measure 
ts.ken alone• 
TABIE VII 
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Su1viMARY 0]' DAT.ti. 01{ DISmIBUTIOHS OF RAV7 SCORES 
OF READnm msTs 
An investigation of the distributions of raw scores of the 
different reading test results reveals the folowing significant 
facts: 
1. on al four of' .the Gates tests, the mean 
scores of the ~ u  indicate below average performance 
when· compared with norms. In Types B and O the reading 
ability ranges from third grade level to eleventh grade 
l 
level and above. In Types A and D, the range is from 
below fourth grade level up to and above eleventh grade 
level. The dispersion is greatest in TYpe B. The 
highest level of achievement is represented .by a reading 
grade level of 7. 68 on TYJ_)e Cl the lov1est atainment is 
, represented by a reading grade level of 6.48 made on 
Type D. 
· 2. The results of the lie\7 Stanford Test of Paragraph. 
Meaning reveal a higher l.evel of achievement• The pupils 
score almost a whole grade above the average for seventh. 
grade. This test requires more abstract thinking than 
Gates TYpe A, as the answers are not selected and pre-
sented in the forrn'of choices, but the reader must 
· seleot for him.self the words to fil in the blanks. It 
resembles Type c, to some extent. In TYpe c, the pupil has 
to ·do more reasoning than in some of the other types of 
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Gates tests. The re su.). ts of Type O and of Paragraph 
:Moaning are more comparable than are the results of the 
other types with scores of the Paragraph Meaning Test. 
3. The Word Meaning Test with a mean reading grade 
level of 7.47, ~ almost average achievement. While 
the standard deviation is almost the same on these two 
Stanford. tests 1 the scOres on this second test are 
spread more evenly within narrower limits. 
4. The Chapman-Coolc ·speed of Reading Test discloses 
the greatest amount of variation from established riorl:ns. 
The median reading score for the seventh grade as given 
in. the norms is 14• 5, and the mean reading score of the 
~ u  being·studied is 12.72. This score fals nearest 
to the sixth-grade riOO.ian score of 12.60. 
: 5. 'l'he composite reading scores indicate great range 
in reading proficiency. This distribution shows a piling 
up of. scores in the upper limits, which means that the 
dispersion is srea ter in lower limits • . It also foretels 
greater scater in achievement on reading tests and in 
scho.ol achievement aro11.s those in the lol-;er parts of the 
distributions. 
o. Certain Relationships Between Criteria 
-For further study of reading abilities the coefficient of 
correlation technique was used as a means of measuring relaitlonships 
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between reading test results and achievement in various school subjects. 
Correlations were also comgu ted between composite reading scores and 
C.A., M.A., and I.Q. 
Table VIII presents the findings of this division pf the 
inves tiga ti on. 
Composite Reading Scores and C • .A. 
The correlation between composite reading scores and C.A. 
reveals a negative relationship. A correlation of -.47 1036 is high 
enough to show a significant relationship ·between chronological age 
: 
and achievement in reading. Those scoring in the u:pper_ limits of 
reading te ~  were, evidently) in the ~er limits of the distribu-· 
tion of chronological ages• 
TABLE.VIII 
CORREL.AXIONS 
Variables r P.E. r. 
Composite Reading Score -C.A. - - - - - - - - - - - - ~  f •036) 
Composite Reading score -M.A. 
Composite Reading score -I.Q,. 
.. ( • 77 ± • 020) 
--( •75 ± .• 020) 
Oomposi te_ Reading Score -Gray's Oral .Para.graphs-- - -(.as ±-'013) . 
Composite Reading Score -Average of 7th Grade Marks (. 50 ± 9035 f 
Composite Reading Score -Mathematics- - - - -~ - - (•37 ± .040},. 
, 
Oora.posite Reading score -English - - - - -(.52 ± ,034}" 
Composite Reading Score -Social Science- -(.56 .± ~  
Composite Reading score -Science - - - - - - - ( • 49 ± . 036) 
Composite Reading Score -Mus . ic, .• u-t, Home Economics, 
·or Home e a ~ and Phy.· Ed. ( •38 ± •040): 
Gates Type A ~ -- Social Science --------•33 ± .042 
Gates Type B .. - Social Science--- --,;47 :t .037 
Gates Ty11e c -~ ----Social Science- --.;. .-58 ± .031 
Gates Type D Social Science- e50 1: ,035 
Gates Type A - -----Science - ----.27 ± .044 
Gates Type B ---. Science -- .37 ± .040 
Gates Type C -- -.., Science -- •48 ± .035 
Gates ~e D Science - ----.41 ±: ,039 
Gates Type A ·-.- Mathematics --- -----.19 ± ,045 
Gates Type B ------Ma th era.at i cs - ----.34 + •042 
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Gates TYpe c . -.. -
Gates Type D 
Gates TYi;e A. - -
Gates Ty:Qe B - -
Gates Type C -""'. 
Gates Type D -
Gates '11y:pe A -----
Gates Type B -·-
Gates Ty]?e c - -
Til.BLE VIII (CONT. ) 
Mathematics - - - - --






English ( Grammar ) 
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r ~  r. 
.42 ± •038 
.34 ± •042 
-.33 ± .042 
--•48 ± .036 
- - - --.54 ± •034 
- - -. - -• 45 ± • 038 
.31 t .042 
-, -.54 ± ;.042 
English (Grammar) .47 ± •036 
Gates Type-D -.:. .,;. - - - English {Grammar) - - - -• 42 ± • 039 
Ohapman-Cook Speed of Reading -Paragraph Tuieaning - - - -
Chapman-Cook Speed of Readd.ng - ~ era e of 7th Grade Marks -
Word Meaning - --· -. -- - - - Average of 7th G1•ade :Marks -










Composite Reading Score and M.A. 
The rre a t~  found betr1een composite reading scores and 
mental ages is as high as the c-orrelations found between two reading 
tests• The high correlation of •77± .020 L1a.Y indicate that those \7ho 
are efficient in reading excel in reading because of high mental capa-
ci 't'J. or it may sho11 that inteligenoe tests realy measure reading 
ability. 
Composite Reading Scores and I.Q. 
The coefficient of rre ~t  of • 75± ;020 bet;17een com.posi.te 
reading scores and I.Q,. is a litle lower than that found betueen com-
posite read·ing scores and M.A. This is due to. the addition of the 
chronological age factor. This correlation is high because of the 
fact that inteligence is a very important factor in achievement in any 
subject. It. may also. he higher because of the method of measuring of 
mental capacity. The use of group mental tests req_uires the use of 
reading, and.thus those handicapped by poor reading habits are not 
measured as accurately as· are proficient readers. Inteligence tests 
and reading tos ts measure many elements in c ormnon. 
Composite Reading Scores and Gray's Oral Pamagraphs 
Gray's Oral Paragraphs were ad.ministered to only 121 of the 
group who r1ere ·found i ·n -the highest and lowest quartiles on al of the 
reading measures. 'lhe very high correlation of 088 ± • 013 is somewhat 
t?.p.urioua because of the selection of extreme ~ u  · ~  correlati_on 
is of litle value in cornparins the relation of oral ald Bi.lent read-
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ing.ability·oi' the whole group. 
Oom.posi. te Reading Sco1•es and Seventh Grade Average ~ ar  
A correlation of •50±1035 v1as i'ound between composite reading 
scores and· average marks, including al of the m.a:rks received in the 
seventh grade. This correlation is higher· than the correlations 
bet11een composite reading scores and mathematics, and can.posi te reading 
scores and a combination oi' music, art, home economics, or home mechanics• 
and physical education, but lovrer than the cat'relation between composite 
reading scores and English; and composite scores and social science• 
'!his lower ~ arrelation is to be expected since mathematics and the 
combination of the four subjects are included in the seventh gr.-ade 
average marlcs• 
It is ~ rta t to note that the correlations ma.de with 
composite reading scores run higher than do those made with the. s.ingle 
tests. This is que to the fact that the composite score. takes account 
- . 
oi' the different elements measured in the single tests, and thus leads · 
to higher correiations in most cases. Usualy several types of reading 
are involved in the study of any subject, hence it is to be expected 
that -the composite score would shcm greater relationship to achievement 
than do any of the single tests. 
Composite Reading scores and seventh Grade Marks in 
Ma.thematics 
The correlation of .37 ±"•040 though not hig,_'1 in relation to 
the other correlations, shows that reading ability does affect mathe-
.,.; 
ma tics marks. In at~e at  however, reading is not so es sen ti al 
to success•· Problems are often worked by a rule or a formula, which 
is e:;cplained before the work is begun, thus there is less need for 
reading ability of a general type an:d more need for precise reading. 
Composite Reading scores and English Marks 
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There is a very m.arked relationship existing betv;een achieve-
ment in reading and English marf"i..s as is disclosed by the correlation 
of • 52 :t •034. Reading e.bili ty is especialy needed in al English 
study, in faot; an English course involves study in.reading of varying 
types.· It :j.s quite. obvious then, that this measure of the different 
types of reading should show definite relationship to English marks. 
Composite Reading Scores and Seventh Grade social 
Science Marks 
The highest coefi' icient of correlation found between com.:posi te 
reading scores and marl<s in school subjects is e56 ± .032; the correla-
tion resulting trom the comparison of composite reading scores and 
social science rnarks. This ma.rked positive relationship is imvorta.?J.t 
in showing the value of reading ability to achievement in the social 
science studies. In this ~ e  as in English, varying kinds of 
reading are used• The results of this correlation indicate the same 
fact, 
Composite Reading ~ re  and AveragE:3 of Marks in Music 1 
.t\.t't; Home Econor11ics or Horne Mechanics, and Physical 
Education. 
'fne correlation of' .38±•040 denows relationship ~t ee  
general reading capacity and a combination of the S'J.bjects of music, 
art; honio economics or home u cchanics, and pbysi cal education. T'nia 
correlation is lower than those found· betHeen composite readings cores 
and' Eilglish and co:n:pos ite :reading s oores and social science, but it 
shows a definite positive relationship bet·;:een achievement in reading 
and this ca:n.bination of subjects, 
. Composite R·eading Scores and .English (Literature) 
Am.Ong the highest of the correlations fotmd between 
composite reading ?Cores and school subjects is the result of ,52 f.034, 
which rcr)re'sen ts the relation be tire en reading ability and the literature 
di vis ion of English. ~ c orrolation signifies an ir:111ortant relation-
ship betrreen 1"eading achievement and achievement in the literature 
co 1.:crse. As. li tera tlU'e coursos are primarily reading oom·ses s a 
!)Osi·'Give relationship betueen reading ability ani marl:s in the m.bj ect 
is e:;q:ected• 
Cor:i;)osi te Reading Scares and Marks in GramnaJ." 
The relationship found between composite rea6ing scores 
and grammar iuarks is represented by the coefficient of correlation of 
.43± ,038. This compa:r:faon ~  out the fact. that reading ci;bili ty 
has a contribution to make to grD:mmar achiovement. It may be that the 
processes of abstro.ct t ~  required in grarn.iuar are also required 
in the ability to read• 
In an atempt to find the t~ e  of roadinc; required in the 
different school subj octs; the four types of Gates Silent Reao.ing Test 
were· correlated with marks in the different school subjects. These 
correlations do not average as high as do the correlations made with 
composite reading scores· and school subjects, because of the fact 
that they do not measure or take into account as many of the factors 
involved in reading as do the composite measures. They are important, 
·however, _ in measuring amounts of different types of reading used in 
the different subjects. 
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Gates Silent Reading Test and Social Science 
The correlation calculated between each of the four types ot 
Gates Silent. Reading Test and social science· grades range from .33 t. 042 
to .58+ .031. The lowest correlation of 033± .042, indicating the 
relationship between Reading for General Significance and social science 
marks, although lower than the other correlations is almost eight t ~e  
its probable error. The correlation of • 58 ± .031 between Reading to 
Understand Precise Directions and social science represents the greatest 
relationship found between any·one of the types or reading and ~radea 
in a school subject. 
The relationship existing between Reading to Predict the 
Outcome of Given Events and social science achievement is signified 
by the correlation o:r .47±.037. A. higher correlation of .50±.035 
resulted from the comparison of the results of Gates TYpe D, Reading 
to Note Details, and social science grades. 
social science studies include the study of history, geography, 
and related subjects. The wide variety of subject mater studied 
' , . 
in such a course ~u d naturaly require varying amounts of different 
kinds or reading. The correlations between the four types or· the 
Gates test and social science grades average higher than correlations 
. . 
between Gates Silent Reading Teats and any other of the school subjects. 
These correlations denote marked positive relationship; they suggest 
that.one reads for various purposes in studying the di:fi'erent phaseB 
of social acienae. 
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Correlations Bet11een Gates Silent Reading Test and 
. ' 
Science 
The relationship expressed by the coefficients of correlation 
between the different types of reading and· science marks ranges from 
.27 ± e044 to .48 t · .036. The highest correlation of this group was 
found ~t ee  Type C and science; the lowest correlation resulted :f'rom 
the correlation of the results of T"fPe A and science marks. 
The study of science demands an accurate type of reading 
when experiments are being performed. Gates Type c, Reading to Under-
stand Precise Directions, is essential to success in science courses. 
The correlation of •41±.039, indicating the measure of relationship 
between Reading to Note Details and progress in science studyi is evi-
dence that reading for detailed information also has a great role to 
play in the science study. Beading for General Significance is of 
least value in the study of science, although it has some part to play 
as the correlation of • 27 ± .044 indicates. These mea.Bures ~r single 
types of reading do not r~e ate as htghly with the different school 
subjects as does the composite reading score, but they are important 
in measuring somewhat isolated processes in1rolved in progress in the 
different subjects. 
Gates silent Rea.ding Test and Mathematica 
A.n·analysis of correlations made between the types of 
Gates Silent Reading Test and. mathematics leads to ·t;he conclu::;ion 
that .reading ability· does not condition efficiency in mathematics as 
much as it does in other subjects• 
·The correlations between the results of the different .types 
or reading and mathema tic_s range from •19 ± .045 between TY:pe A and 
mathematics, to •42 ± .038 between Type O and mathematics. The 
comJ.)aratively high correlation of .42 ±.038 found between Type c and 
mathematics signifies that those who can understand precise directions · 
make greater· progress in mathematics • . Mathematics problems are 
often vroi .. kad by rule or formula, and thus it becomes necessary to note 
accurately the exact procedure to be followed in solving problems. 
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The correlation of: .19 ± .045 between Gate~ Type A and mathematics 
implies· that reading for general significance has some place in achieve-
ment in mathematics, but its value is not equal to that of any of 
. the other three types. 
Relation Between Ga~e  ,Silent Reading Test and the Study of 
Literature 
. The a tudy of 11 tera ture makes use of many psychological 
processes because of the variety of types of reading demanded in such 
a course. The correlation of •33± .042 expressing the relationship 
between Gates Type A, Reading for General Significance, and literature 
grades ShOWS a smaler degree Of rela. tionship than do any Of the. other 
.types and literature. The coefficient of correlation of .54 ± e034 re-
sulting· from a comparison. of the results o.f Type c, Reading to Under-
I 
stand Precise Direc:tions, and literature marks represents the highest 
relationship existing between the different types of reading and 
achievement inliterature• 
Tho mental. processes involved in reading to predict the 
outcome of given events and reading to note details are essential 
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in the study of li tarature as is shown by the correlations of •48 ± .036 . 
and .45t .038 found .between the scores of Types B and C and literature 
.grades. 
According to ,educational theory one would expeot the 
results of' .T'JPe A, Reading for General Significance, to correlate 
highest with literature marks, but reading of a more accurate and 
detailed type is of great.er importance in the study of literature 
as the correlations indicate. 
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Gates Silent Reading Teat and Grammar 
An analytical study of the relation existing between the 
scores made on each of the four types.of reading and marks received 
in gra.mm.a.r discloses correlations ranging from .• 31 ± •. 042 to .47 .:t.036. 
c:the cdrrelation or .47 ± .035 indicates that Type c, Reading to 
Understand Precise Directions, is more closely related to r ~e  in 
grammar than any other type of reading. AP.other type of reading 
which is vitaly important in conditioning achievement in grammar is 
Type D, Reading to Note Details; a correlation of .42 ± .039 ex:pressea . . , 
the relationship between this te ~ue of reading and success in 
grm:tDWir study. 
The study Of grammar involves more than a hasty :perusal of 
the subject mater; facts u~t be weighed; relat.ionshi.ps must be 
noted; a~d careful analysis must be made at each step of the study• 
Although. reading for general meanings has some place in grammar study, 
reading for precise directions and reading to note details are or 
greater· usefulness. The correlation of .34 ± .042 shown by a comparison 
of the resultsoi' Ty-pe B, Reading to :Prediat the Outccme of Given 
Eventa,.and·gra.mmar ~  slightly higher than that found between 
Reading for General Significance and grammar, but it is lower than 
the other two correlations. 
Chapman-cook Speed of Reading and ara r~  Meaning . 
The correiation of • 64 ± .028, obtained ·from correlating the 
scores of Chapina.n-Cook Speed of Reading Test with the scores of the 
l?aragraph Meaning test, is higher than correlations between school. 
subjects and types of reading. This is to be expected as both of 
these tests a~e reading tests. Two tests ~ reading would naturaly 
be· more closely related thaµ would achievement in a school subject 
and scores on a test of a single type of reading. These tests measure 
the different pro_cesses of reading more fuly than do individual · 
types, hence the correlations are higher. 
-~ -- --------~ -
The Chapman-CookS:peedof Reading Test and Seventh Grade 
Average Marks 
A. correlation of e35± .040 was found between speed of read-
ing, as measured by the Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Test,· and 
seventh grade average marks. ~  correlation indicates that speed 
of reading and achievement in school subjects are related. A slow 
rate of reading is often caused by poor reading habits which lead 
to deficiencies in comprehension and, in some cases, to slow progress 
in school work. In the lbwer grades speed of reading is neglected 
in ·the etf'ort to master the mechanics of reading, but as the pupil 
advances to higher grades in which more reading is required, he 
finds it necessary to increase his speed of reading for the sake of 
economy of' time. 
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Word Meaning and Seventh Grade Average Marks 
The correlation of .48 ±•036 between the results of the 
Word Meaning Test and seventh grade average marks reveals a close 
relationship existing_ between ·the two variables. Each school sub-
ject has its own terminology-, woris which ar.e suited to 1 ts content, 
and if progress .is to be made the child must increase his reading 
vocabulary as he advances from ~ade to grade . 
J.M. McCalister gives meager reading vocabulary as one 
of the causes of failures in reading in his study of reading 
difficulties in content subjects.1 
Paragrah Meaning and seventh Grade Average Marks 
A correlation or .58_t.031 was found in ~ e o:>rrelation made 
between the Stanford Paragraph Mean.ing Test and seventh grade average 
marks. Tb.is teat requires the use of.abstract thinking, and the 
ability to carry an idea on through to the· end of a paragraph. It 
is different from Gates test in the method of recording resp.onses. 
In the Paragraph Meaning Test one has to recal and record the word 
which CQnpletes the meaning of the paragraph instead of having 
suggestions made at the close of each paragraph vihich are to be under-
1. J.M. McCalister, "Reading Difi'icul ties in Studying Content Subjects. t 
Elementary school Journal, No.v. 1930, P• 199. 
ed~ as is the arrangement of the Gates test. 
The Paragraph Meaning Test involves most of the processes 
measured in Gates $ilent Reading Test, but not in distinct types •. 
It is probably a more adequate measure of reading than any single 
type of the Gates test, for this reason it should correlate higher 
with achievement than do most of the single tests. 
Brief Summary of Correlations 
. r~ a study of the facts revealed in this di vis ion or the 
study, the ~  tate ~ t  are made in surmna.rizing r,esults: 
l.· The correlation found between chronological ages 
and composite reading ~e  shows a negative relation-
ship, indicating that younger pupils score in the upper 
11m1 ts on various reading measures. 
2. High correlations resul tad from the comparisons. 
of mental age o.nd I. ~ with composite reading SC ores. 
These t.wo correlations sign.ify tha. t mental capacity is 
one of the most important factors determining achievement 
on al measures. 
3. The correlation between.oral reading and silent 
reading is not a representative measure for the entire 
group as mo;re of the extreme abUi ties are considered in 
this result because of the selection of the groups to be 
tested in oral reading. . . 
4. The correlations made between composite reading 
scores and separate school subjects shovr higher relationships· 
than. do the correlations between the four types of Gates 
tests and the different.a ehool subjects. 
1 • . ,/ 
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5. It' is evident· from the results of the correlations 
of the di'i'erentypes of the Gates Silent Reading Test 
with school subjects that different school subjects require 
Varying ~ u t  Of the dif'terent reading techniques. ·some 
·subjects, such as social science and literature, correlate 
higher with most of the tests than do other subjects. 
. . 
Type o. Reading to Understand Precise Directions correlates 
highest \7i th each of the subjects; Type A, Reading for 
General Significance correlates lovrest with the different 
subjects. 
6. A high correlation of • 64 ± .028 v1as revealed between 
Chapamn-Cook Speed of Reading Test scores and Paragraph 
Meaning Test s.ocres. This indicates that speed of reading 
and comprehension are definitely related. 
7. In ·the correlations bet?reen Word Meaning and seventh 
grade marks, and Paragraph Meaning and ~ e t  grade marks 
comparatively high correlations resulted. 
D. Comparison of High and Low Grou:ps Selected on Different 
Bases. 
I. Com.parisal of High and Low Groups Selected on Basis of Mental .Ages. 
For further study, the pupils were grouped into High and 
L0\1 Groups;. representing the hie.heat and lowest quartiles in mental 
age. The High Group was then compared with the Low Group on the 
folo\1ing measures: Gates Silent Reading Test, Chapman-Cook Speed of 
Reading Test; and composite reading scores. The mean menta.l age for 
the High Group WS:S. approximately fourteen yea.rs; for the Low . Group . the 
mean .lJl9nt'al age was approximately nine years. 
TABLE IX 
Mental Ages Used as Basis for Comparison. of Group on Va± ious 
Measures 
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High Group IDe A. Type.B Type C TYPe D Speed Test Comp. Reading 
Mean Score 18.12 20.22 19.84 14.16 15.50 167.50 
S.D. 3.85 2.99. ,2.65 5•72 2.;41 15.25 
Mean Reading a.56 9.63 .9.94 9.55 7.-67 
Grade 
Mo. of Cases 50 50 50 50 ·50 
LOW GrOUJ2 
Mean u.29 10.82 l.Ol 28.13 9.44 106.93 
S.D. 3.35 4.14 ~  7.68 3.48 22•85 
Mean R.G. 5.13 4.47 5•45 4.50 4.0 
(approx.) 
No. of Cases · 53 53 53 53 53 53 
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~re e  in Performance of Grou:ps on Type A -Reading tor 
General Significance 
The first column of Table IX compares the High and. Low Groups 
on Gates Type A. 
D 
Group Mean Score (){dis.) D P.·E• (dirt.) P.E. ( dit. ) 
High 18.12 3.85 
(R.G.· 7.56} 
6.83 •480 14•22 Low ' l.29 
(R. G. · 5.13) 
There is a difference· of a.e3 points between mean scores, 
and a difference of 3e43 on mean reading grade. ~e e ~eat  differences 
show that the pupils who are older men taly have a much higher per-· 
formanoe record than do those who are younger mentaly. The dispersion 
, . 
is slightly greater in the High Group. The reliability of the obtained 
difference expressed by D ia more than three times as much 
P.E. ( diff.) 
as it would need to be to insure complete reliability. 
Differences on Type B-Reading to Predict the Outcome 
· of Given Events 
In the seoond column of Table IX are given the results of 
the High. and Low Groups on Type B, Reading to Prediot the Outcome 
of Given Events. 
D 
Group Mean Score a(dis.) . D P.E.(dift.) P.E. (dif'f.) 
High 20.22 2.99 
(R.G. 9•53) 9.40 .478 l9o67 
Low l0.82 4.14 
(R.G. 4.93) 
Tb.ere is a difference of 9.40 between the two mean scores, 
and a correspond:!.ng di'i'erence of 4. 70 reading grades between the 
~ade equivalents of the mean scores. The dispersion is almost twice 
~e D as great in the Low Group as is in the High Group. 
P.E. {diff •) 
is much greater than neoessar·y to insure complete reliability. 
Differences in High and Low Groups on Type c, Reading to 
Understand Precise Directions 
In the third column. of Table IX are found the mean score 
and mean grade, standard deviation and number of cases ~ the two 
groups. 
D 
Group Mean score o(dis.) D P.E.(diff.) P.E. (difi'.) 
High 19.84 2.65 
(R.G. 9•94) a.a3 .421 20.97 
Low lO.Ol 3.63 
(R.G. 5.00) 
In this comparison the differences are similar to those 
fowid in the two previous,comparisons. The mean score -difference 
is 8.83. points indicating a reading grade difference 4.76 reading 
grades. 
The anount ~  dispersion is gr-eater_ in the Low Group. 
The D of 20.95 is more than five times as large as that 
P.E. ( difi'.) 




Performance Differences of the Two Groups on Type D, Reading to 
Note De tails 
The fourth column in .:Table n compares the r u~ on T;n?e n. 
D 
Group Mean. score o (dis.) D P.E. (di ff•) P.E. ( diff.) 
High '44.16' 5.72 
(R.G. 9.55) 16.03 .897 17.87 
Low 28.13 7•68 
(R. G. 4• 61.) 
The difference in .Performance of the two groups on Reading 
to Note Details presents another case of great variation of results 
. I 
between those who . have high mental ages and those who have low xoontal 
ages. .a,.mean .score difference of 16.03 points indicates a corres-
ponding difference of 4.91 reading grades. &gain the amount of scater 
is much larger in the Low Group. The reliability of the obtained 
difference is made sure by a  D of ·17.87. 
P.E. (dit.) 
Variation of Performance Records on Chapman-Cook 
Speed of Reading Test of High and Low Groups 
In the fifth column of Table IX are found the records of the 
High and Low Grpups on performance in the Chapman-cook Speed of 
Reading Teat. 
D 
Group Mean Score a(dis.) D. P.E. (di f.) P.E. (di ft. 
High 15.50. 2.41 5.05 .395 15.30 
Low 9.44. 3.48 
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High mental age seems to play a great :part in determining 
high speed of reading scores. The ditference in mean scores of 6.06 
points, interpreted in terms of. mooian performance·, according to 
established norms, is equal to approximately three and one-half 
grades difference in achievement. The standard deviation is· a.gain 
greater in the Low Group. The D of 15.30 gives 
P.E. (diff. f 
assurance Of ade~uate reliability Of the Obtained differences. 
Differences in Performance of High and Low Groups on 
Composite Reading Scores 
In the last column of Table rx: the ~ and Low Gr u~  are 
compared on composite reading scores. 
D 
Group Mean Score (dis.) D P.E. (di tr.) P.E . ( diff. ~ 
High 157 .• 50 15.25 60.57 2.549 23.76 
Low 106.93 22.85 
The older pupils mentaly have a higher composite mean 
reading score than have those lower in mental capacity. The .difference 
in mean scores is 60.57 points. The Low GrouD has a greater de~ee 
of disversion. A reliable difference is shown. by D · of 
, P.E.(diff.) 
23,75, which is almost six times the a.mount needed to indicate complete 
reliability. 
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Brief Summary of Comparisons of High and Low Groups 
Selec tad on the Basis of Mental Age 
The comparisons or High and Low Groups ·selected on the 
basis of mental age show great differences. The sumanry of the 
oompa.rison of the groups on various measures follows: 
1. Those· who rank in the High Group mentally 
al.so ranlt in the upper lim.i. ts in achievement on all 
of· the measures. Those who range within the lo\1er 
lim.l ts of the ment_al ages ·are found in the lower 
par-ts or the distributions of the measures used in 
mald.ng com11arisons. 
" 2. With the exaeption of Gates Type A, the Low 
Grbup -had a ~eater amount or dispersion than the High 
Group in all of the comparisons. 
3. In every case the obtained difference between 
two means was sufficiently large to insure complete 
reliability. 
4. The smallest difference bet\reen groups was 
found on Gates Type A, and_ the greatest difference 
was shown in composite reading scores. 
ol 
II. Comparison of High and Low Groups Selected 
on the Basis of Seventh Grade Average Marks 
'lb.ose who fel ~~  the highest and lowest quartiles 
in the d tr ut ~  of average marks were selected as High and 
Low Groups respectively. The High Group was then compared with 
f 
the Low Group on the four types ~ Gates Silent Reading Test. 
The leter ~ade  were weighted as folows: 
E =4; G =3; M-: 2; P =-l; and F ==-o. The mean average gi:ade for the 




Average Marks Used For Selection of Groups for Comparison 
on Different Measures 
High Group Type A T;n?e B Ty:pe 0 TYpe D 
Mean Score 15.32 17.68 18t.42 40.37 
s.n. . 4.43 4.26 3.71 7.35 
Mean Reading Grade 7.17 8.35 9e20 8.35 
No. of Cases 51 5l 51 51 
Low Group 
Mean Score 12.75 12.58 12.22 30.77 
s.n. 4.23 4.96 3•98 8.36 
Mean Reading Grade ·5.89 5.80 6.10 4•88 
No. of Cases 53 53 53 53 
Differences in Performance of Groups on Type A, Rea.ding 
for General Significance". . 
'l.he first column of Table X gives the results of Gates 
TYpe A.., Reading for General Significanceo 
D 
Group Mean Score · o-(dis.) D. P.E. ( ditt.) P.E. (difi'.) 
High 15.52 4.43 
(R.G. 7.17) 2.57 .573 4•49 
Low 12.75 4.23 
(R.G. 5.85( 
There is a difference of 2.57 points between the mean score 
indicating a grade difference of 1.28. Although this difference is 
not so great ~  those found in o.ther comparisons it is oaupletely · 
r e a ~e  The dispersion is practicaly the same in both groups. 
Comparison of Groups 9n Results of Gates Type B, 
Reading to Predict Outcome of Given Events 
The mean score, standard deviation, and mean reading grade 
53'- .• 
are given in the second c alumn of Table x, for the purpose of comparing 
the High Group with the Low Group on Type B, Reading to Predict the 
Outcome of Given Events. 
D 
Group Mean score cr(dis.) D. P .E. ( diff.) P.E. (di ff.) 
High 17.68 4•25 
(R.G. ·a.35) 5.10 .559 9.12 
Low 12.56 4.96 
(R.G. a.so) 
There is a reliable difference of 5.10 :points between mean 
scores 01' the Groups and a oorresponding·grade difference of 2.55. 
'lle amount of dispersion is a litle greater in the.Low Group. 
Comparison of the Differences of the High Group and 
the Low Grcup·on Gates Ty"pe c, Reading to 
Understand ~e ae Directions 
• 
The group comparisons on Type C are found in column three 
of Table x. 
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D 
Group Mean s co:re · o (dis.) D. P.E. (dift.) ~d ~ 
High 18.42' 3.71 
{R.G. 9.20) 
6.20 e509 12ol8 Low 12.22 3,.99 
(R.G. 6.10) 
Again there is great difference in the mean performance of the 
High Group and the Low Group as is indicated to the.mean difference 
Of 6.20 points or the reading grade difference Of 3.10. The standard. 
deviations show a greater scater from the central tendency in the 
Low Group. The D is an indication of canplete reliability. 
~  diff'). 
Comparison of High and Low Groups on Gates TYPe D, Reading 
to Note Details. 
In: the fourth column of Table X are recorded ,the results · 
or the High and Low Groups on Gates Type.D, Reading to Note Details. 
D 
Group Mean Score (((dis.) D. P.E. (diff.) P.E. (diff .) 
High 40037 7.39 
G~ 8.36) 9.60 10.44 9•19 
Low 30.77 8.36 
(R.G. 4.88) 
There is a gJ;eat diff'erenoe in performance of the High and 
Low Groups on this test as is shown by the mean score difference ot 
9.eo, equivalent to a difference in reading grades ot 3.48. T'.ae 
obtained ditferenoe is more than twice the amount needed to insure 
complete reliability. 
Summary or Differences in Performance of High and. 
Lovr Groups on Various Measures 
Using seventh grade marks tor the basis of selection of 
High and Low Groups, comparisons on the fOUr types or Gates Silent 
Reading Test lead to the folowing statements: 
l. There is a greater amount or dispersion in the 
Low Group on al measures excepting Gates Type A; on this 
measure the standard deviations are almost the same. The 
Low GrOJ.p was found to be more variable in the comparisons 
made of the groups selected on the basis of mental age also. 
2. There is a completely reliable difference on each 
of the four tests. The smalest difference resulted from 
the comparison on Type A; the greatest difference was ob-
tained from the comparison on Type D. 
3. The High Group made a higher performance record 
on each. of the four measures. 
6§. 
I 
4. The greatest obtained difference in mean performance, 
found on Type D, d~ ate  that development in ~ D should 
effeot a greater difference in school achievement than 
development of sane of the other types. This fact is 
substantiated by_ the comparatively high correlations found 
between Type D and school a·chievement in various subjects. 
5. The differences between the high and low groip s 
saholasticaly on the various reading measures are not as 
great aa when the groupings are made on the basis of 
the intelligence test scores. ·This would indicate that · 
there was a greater degree of relationship between the 
mental scores and reading performance than between 
scholarship and reading ability. 
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III. Comparison of Groups Selected on Basis or Various 
Reading Measures 
For further investigation or · reading abilities, High and Lovr 
(}rou:ps were selected on the basis of reading measures.. T4.aose who 
ranked in the highest quartile on Gach ot the seven measures of read-
ing were design:8:ted as the High Group; those who ranked in the lowest 
quartile ·on· each measure coraprisea. ·the Low Group. These High and Low 
Groups were compared on the following measures: C.A. , M.A. , I. Q.., 
average marks• ·and_ Gray's Oral Reading Parae.µ:-aphs. 
TABLE XI 
Comparison or High and Low Groups Selected on Basis of Reading 
Measures 
High Group C.A• M.A. I•S· Average Marks Oral Paragraphs_. 
Mean 123.32 ' 165.33 123.32 2.85 39e30 
(12 3/12 yrs. ) (15 5/12 yrs) 
: 
7.28 months 13.25 months 9.90 e57 4el0 S.D. 
·: 
No. of Oases 33 33 33 33 33 
Low Group 
Mean 157.53 143.00 
{14 years) (11 ll/12 ·yra) 86.34 1.83 19 •. 05 
s.D. 10.97 months 7.68 months . 7.95 .37 5.47 
Mo. of Oases 32 33 33 33 33 
Comparison of Grou,ps on Chronolggical .Ages 
In the first column of Table XI are given the mean and standard 
deviation of the High and Low Groups a ~rd  to chronological age• 
D 
Group Mean <f(dis.) D P.E.{diff.) P.E. {difi' o) 
High l50e53 7.28 mos. 
{12 3/12 yrs) 17 l.23 
Low 167.53 10.27 mos. (1 5/12 yrs.) 
(14 yrs.) 
The comparison of measures of central tendencies of the Groups 
indicates a higher chronological age for the Low c;troup. The standard 
j 
deviation shows that there is a much greater degree of dispersion in 
the distribution of the ages Of the Low Group. The difference is great 
enough to be completely reliable. 
Differences on Mental Ages 
The sea end polumn of Table XI . gives . the data on mental ages. 
D 
Group Mean ([(dis.) D . P.E. (diff.) P.E. (diff .) 
High 185.23 13.25 mos. 
(15 5/12 yrs) 42.23 l.5 28.15 
Low 143.00 7.68 mos. (3 6/12 yrs) 
( 11 11/12 yrs ) . 
The obtained difference in means reverses the conditions 
found in chronolggical ages., as the High Group is younger in life 
yea:rs, but older in mental age than the Low Group. There is· enough 
difference to indicate complete reliability. 
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Comparison of High and Low. Groups on I.Q. 
In the fourth column of Table XI are given the mean and 
standard deviation ot the I.Q,. distributions. 
D 
Group Mean ()(dis.) D P.E. (diff.) P.E. (difi'.) 
High 123.32 9.90 
36.98 1.198 30•78 Low 86.34 7.95 
The difi'erenoe of 36.98 points between the means of the 
High Group and the Low Group is an indication or great difference in 
mental a a~ t e  of the groups. The amount of dispersion is somewhat 
I 
greater in the upper or High Group. The obtained difference is more 
than seven times as great as it needs to be to insure complete relia-
bility. 
Comparison of Grcups on Seventh Grade · 
era~ Marks 
The data on seventh grade marks are found in the fourth 
column of Table XI. 
D 
Group Mean a1dis.) D. P.E. (difi'.) P.E.(diff.) 
High 2o85 .5l l.02 .064 15.94 
Low 1.83 .37 
The High Group has a mean average grade of more than one grade 
point higher than the mean average grade of the-Low Group. The High 
GrOup standard deviation is greater than that ot the Low Gr01.ip, thus 
indicating greater dispersion. The difference between the two groups 
is completely reliable. 
Differences in Performance on Gray's Oral Reading 
l?aragrapha 
The ~a t column of Table xt gives the results of Gray's 
Oral Reading Paragraphs made by, the High and Low Gr cups. 
D 
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Group Mean 6 (dis.) D. . P.E. (diff.) P.E. (diff.). 
High 39.30 4el0 20.24 .605 33.45 
Low 19.06 6.47 
Just as large differences were found between High and Low 
Groups on silent reading measures; gcieat differences are revealed from 
I 
an analysis of teat results of oral reading. The amount of dispersion 
is greater in the .Low Group by almost two points. 
Summary of Comparisons of High and Low Groups Selected 
on Basis of Reading Measures 
The folowing fa.ats are given as a brief summary of this 
division of the study; 
l. Reliable group differences were found on the 
measures of C.A. , M.A. , I.Q. , average marks, and Gray's 
Oral Reading Paragraphs. 
2. The greatest difference was noted on Grayts 
Oral Reading ar~ ra  and the smalest difference 
was obtained between chronological ages. 
E. Pars onal In terv i aw 
The personal intervirm. technique was employed ' with 
those who ranked in the highest quartile on each of the reading 
measures, and with those who ranked in the lowest quartile on each 
reading measure. "Information pertaining to the following factors was 
obtained: occupation of fa fu.er, Sunday-School attendance, number 
of magazines in the home, kind of stories preferred, attenp.ance of 
movies, radio in the home, attitude tONard reading, number of schools 
attended, and travel. 
Occupation of Father 
The · fathers· of the children in the two groups were classi-
fied into three occupational gi:-oups. There were three pupils in the 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first three columns of' Table XII give the arrangel'l3nt 
of the two groups with respect to the three occupational groups. In 
the first colmnn, representing the professional ~ u  there are no 
cases Of the Low Group· recorded, while in the High Group there are 
twelve. This. g:i:eat con.trast is indicative of a corresponding differ-
ence in the social status of the families fran. which these children 
come. 
The second column shows that there were ten of' the High, 
Group whose fathers belong to the commercial group• while only tour 
f 
of the fathers of the Low Group belong ~  this classi'icat ion of' 
occupation. In column three the number of unskiled fathers reaches 
t\1enty-:f'our for the Low. Grotip, and seven for the High Group. 
In a comparison of these two groups in another part or 
this study• the mean inteligence quotients of the High and Low Groups 
were found to ·be 123 and Sil, respectively. r.rhis comparison of 
ocou:pational groups of the fathers leads to the conclusion that the 
more inteligent children on the mole, and hence those highest in 
achievement tend on the whole to have fathers who are found in the 
higher occupations. 
Sunday-School Atendance 
In an analysis of the second group of data, tmmty-nine of 
the thirty-three in the High Group .atend Sunday-school regularly; 
in .tho Low Group twenty oi' the thi.rty-two a.re regular in their 
atendance of Sunday-School. Three in the High G ~ u  atend 
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·ocoasioneJ.ly, and one never goes to Sunday School. There are ten of the 
low Grour:i ~  go to Sunday-School occasionaly, and one who never goes. 
These results may be interpreted from different poin·ts of 
view. Since the High Gro-u.p is designated as higl]. on the basis of 
aohi evemen·t in reading, and as they are more regular in Sunday-School 
atendance, one might conclude that Sunday-School atendance fosters 
reading interests, whi.ch leads to. high.er achievement in reading. An.other 
inference might be that those most interested in reading are also 
most interested in Sun.day-School because it does offer reading oppor-
tunities. 
Magazines•in the Home 
The great contrast in the number of magazines in the home 
in relation to the two gi:oups is proof that those in the High Grou:g 
have more reading materials available, than those ·of the Low Group have. 
Sixteen of the Low Gr~~  have no magazines in their home9, while twenty 
of the High Group have four or more magazines coming to their homes 
re u a~  
It is a wel known faot that to interest children in 
reading, materials suitable to the ages and experience ot the children 
must be provided. In natning the different magazines which came to 
their homes, the High Group of pupils named magazines suited to their 
E!Se more often than did those 'of the _Lovt GrO.lJ• -This fact indicates 
that the parents of those in the High Group provide for the readin'g 
-interests of their children more adequately t ~ the parents of tl'e 
Low Group do. 
Kinds of Stories Preferred 
There is litle difference in the two ~ u  in the number 
choosing adyenture stories as the kind of stories preferred. Each of the 
groups has the greatest number choosing this type of stories. :Mystery 
stories were preferred by fifteen of the High Group and seven of the 
Low Group. Mystery stories probably give a greater place to mental 
aotivity and ·abstract thinking t.han do some other kinds. The Low 
Group has a greater number choosing fairy stories. This arrangement 
f 
of choices points to the fact that those of the Low Group are less 
mature men taly than the High Group, and therefore prefer different 
·kinds of reading. 
Atendance of Movies 
AJl analysis of the data on atendance.of movies shans that 
the High Group P,as seventeen representatives who atend movies 
regularly; the Low Gr u~ has only nine. in this category. T'.ae mo-tion-
picture with its accompanying sou.rids presents whole events in rapid 
succession. Experiences are multiplied very rapidly for the individual 
. ~ . • . 
who can enter into and enjoy moving pictures. The movies are of 
great educational significance in familiarizing the child with life-
. 
like situations, and thereby contributing to his fund or general and 
specific knowledge. This added advantage gives the movie-going child 
a wider background, a greater accumulation of ideas, and hence wider 
reading interests. 
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Radio in the Home 
There are t e t ~  in the High Group ·ana. twenty-one in the 
Low Group in whose homes radiCEJ a.re to be found. This difi'erence is not 
great, but the advantages are again in favor of the High Group. '!'he 
radio, as wel as the motion picture, brings the very finest talent 
and a weal th of entertainment with very 11 tle effort on the part of 
those who are being entertained· and informed. The range of vari ties 
of programs is almost unl.imi ted. 'Interest in current happenings is 
stimulated; the newspaper then brings more detailed accounts to satisfy 
l 
suggestions aroused direotly .or indirectly by the radio • 
.Atitude Toward Reading 
The amount of value which one wil receive from a subject is 
determined to a certain degree by the atitude with which he approaches 
that subject. The fact that thirty-two children in the High Group 
expressed a liking tor reading implies that atitude toward reading 
has some effeot on achievement in reading. Eighteen in the Low Group 
said that they disliked reading, while ~tee  indicated that they 
enjoyed reading. 
The High Group may enjoy reading because of greater aocomplish·-
ment in reading, or this gr.eater accomplishment in reading may be a 
result of a favorable atitude toward reading •. 'rhose in the low group 
may be poor readers partly because of a dislike for reading, or they 
may dislike reading because it is such a difficult process tor them. 
Changing of Schools 
No significant differences.were found .in the number of 
tim.ea that pupils changed schools with respect to the group to which 
they belonged. The conditions are a litle more favorable for the 
High Group. 
Travel 
The last three columns of Table ~  show that the High 
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Group has an advantage over ~ e Low Group because of a wider experience 
gained through. travel. Al though these measures of the .amoi;nt and 
extent of travel are not so accurate, they do indicate that those who 
achieve the 1119st ~  reading also have wider travel experiences. The 
higher social status of the High Group presupposes greater opportunities 
to be derived through travel. 
summary of :Personal Interview Data 
In an analysis Of the personal interview data, it was found 
that those in the High Group have the advantage over the Low Group 
in every situation studied. Those in the High Group have beter 
homes, as was indicated by the occupational groups to which their 
fathers belong. A.long with beter home conditions come more reading 
material, more advantages gained through Sunday-School atendance 
and atendance of movies, and travel experiences of a wider range. 
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F. Comparison of Different Elementary School Groups 
There are six elementary schools in Lawrence which prepare 
pupils for junior high school. These six schools have 174 represent-
atives in the seventh.grade of the Lawrence Junior High School included 
in this study. · To detect d ere e~ which might be due to school 
training of the. first six ~ade  these pupils have been ~ u ed 
into six groups representing the different schools. 
The groups a.re not equal in number, and hence al comparisons 
are leas reliable than they would be if the groups w:ere more evenly· 
dividedo 
For the sake of convenience, the six schools wil be 
designated as Schools A, B, c, D, E·{:and F •. The order in which they 
are arranged and the ntmlber in each s clool ~e as folows: 
School A -Cord.lay -37 pupils 
School B -Woodlavm. -21 pupils 
School O -Q,uincy -35 pupils 
School D - New York -34 pupils 
Sohool E -Pinckney -40 pupils 
School F -Lincoln - 7 pupils. 
Because of the ~  nUl11ber of' pupils from school F, the 
means and standard deviations of the distribution were not calculated. 
Neither was this school ploted on any of the graphs. 
Chronological .Ages of the Elememtary 
School Groo.ps 
In the first column of Table XIII, School A has recorded a 
mean chronological age or 12 1/12 ea~  with a standard deviation or 
10.06 months. This indicates a close grouping a~ u d ,a low mean 
chronological age. 
school B has· a mean chronological age of 13 1/12 years with 
a standard deviation of 7.50 months, as is shown in the second column' 
of Table XIII • . This standard deviation is smaler than that or 
l 
Sqhool At but the mean age is larger •. 
School.Chas a mean. chronological age or 13 l/12 years, 
the same as School· B, but the standard deviation is much larger 
showing greater dispersion in this distribution. 
School D has a mean age which is practicaly the same as 
found in Schools B, o, a.n.d E, but the dispersion is much less than 
that found in the distributions of C and E. 
school F has a median chronologioal age or 14 3/12, a year. 
greater than any other measUl'e of centi•al tenderic.y. 
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TABLE XIII·· 
Chronological Ages of Elementary School Groups 
Elementary Sohool A B 0 D E F 




185-189 0 2 
180-184 l l' 2 
175-179 0 0 l 2 1 
170-174 l l 3 2 l 3 
:}.65-169 2 1 2 6 4 0 
160-154 7 5 1 3 3 l 
l55-l59 5 7 10 8 5 0 
150-154 7 l 8 7 13 2 
145-149 7 ., 5 6 5 6 
140-144 4 l 2 1 2 
135-139 3 l l 
l'lumber of Cases 37 . 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 153.99 156.55 156.50 157.35 159.13 ~ed a  170.83 
(12 10/12 yrs) (13 1/12 yrs) (13 3/12 yrs) 
{13 1/12 yrs) (13 1/12 yrs) (14 3/12 yrs) 
s.D. 10.06 7.50 12•15 9.12 12.06 
8l ... 
Mental Ages of the Elementary School Groups 
In this division the mantal ages are presented in Table XIV 
in the same order as were the chronological ages in the preceding table. 
School A has the highest mental age with a mean of 14 7/12 years and 
a standard devia.tion of 17.52 months. This large deviation indicates 
a great scatter of cases. There is, however, a slight grouping at each 
end of the distribution. 
School B has a lower mean and a smaller standard deviation 
than School A· · It is very much like School C in central tQndency and 
standard deviation. Schools 0 and E have very similar means and 
standard deviations. The range is somewhat greater in the case of 
school E. School D has .the smallest mean and also the least amount 
of dispersion. School F has a median of 12 5/12 years." 
Table X"Dl shows the distribution of Sch.ool E to be the most 





Mental Ages :of Elementary School Gr oitps 
Elementary School A . B c D E F 
(Months) f t t f t f 
200-204. 2 2 
195-199 4 l 0 
190-184 4 ,1 2 0 
~  2 0 2 1 3 
180-184 3 2 2 l 2· 
175-179 l 0 0 1 4 · 
170-174 - 2 3 5 7 3 l · 
165-169 5 · 3 5 5 4 2 
160-164 6 3 3 2 fj 0 
155-159 · 3 4 4 .5 6 0 . 
150-154 2 3 3 9 . 6 0 
145-149 l 0 5 2 0 2 
140-144 2 1 l 0 . l · l 
135-139 
. . 
l 2 l 3 0 
130-134 1 0 
125-129 l 
Number of Cases 37 21 35 34 40 7 " 
Mean 174.53 163.45' 164.85 162.06 164.75 Med. 148.88 
{14 7 /12 yrs) {13 9 /12 yrs) .· (13 · .9 /12 yrs) · 
(13 7/12 yrs) (13 6/12 yrs) (12 5/12 yrs) 
S.D. 17.52 12.87 15.35 11.07 15.50 
Inteligence Quotients of the Elementary School Groups 
Table X.V presents the I.Q. distributions oi' t e~ elen.tnary school 
grou.ps. ·It discloses the fact that each oi' the schools has a mean I.Q. 
above 100. School A has the highest mean. I.Q,., as one woUld judge 
from the study of chronological and mental ages. It has also the 
greatest degree of dispersion, as has been true in both chronological 
and mental age comparisons. 
School B has a mean I.Q. oi' 105.60, about the same as have 
Schools C and E, but the standard deviation is ag;a.in less. School D 
has a lower mean I.Q,. with a close grouping of 1cases near the central 
part o:r the distribution. SohoolF has a median I.Q,. of 96.251 
with a great scater of cases ranging from 70 to 110 in I.Q,. 
Comparison of Elementary school Groups on Gates 
TYPe A., Reading 'tor General Significance 
In.· Table XVI the.schools are compared on Qa tes Type A, Reading 
for General .Significance. There are very smal differences in the 
measures of dispersion. School B has the smalest a.Iilount ~ disper-
sion,· as is indicated by the standard deviation;. School E has the 
largest standard deviation, or the greatest amount of dispersion• 
sohool A. has t ~ highest mean score, 15.59, eqi.ivalent 
to a mean reading gt'ade level of 7.30. With the exception of School F, 
with its reading grade of appr·oximately 4. 75, School C is the lowest 
in achieveroont in this type.of reading. 
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TABLE XV 
Intelligence Q,uotients of Elementary School Groups 
Elementary·school A. B C· D E F 
I.Q,. f f t: f f f 
145-149 l 
140-144 0 
135-139 2 l 
130-134 4 1 2 
125-129 6 l 2 l 2 
120-124 3 1 l 2 2 
115-119 ·2 2 5 2 4 
110-114 2 4 5 3 2 l 
105-109 7 l 5 5 6 0 
100-104 4 ,3 4 7 4" l 
95-99 0 7 6 7 7 2 
90-94 2 2 l 3 ·3 0 
65-89 3 2 3 l 0 
80-84 l .:3 l l 0 
75-79 2 0 
70-74 l l 
Ntunber of Cases 37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 114.53 105.60 105.93 103.09 105.52 Med. 96.25 
s.n. 16.25 9t94 12.85 10.97 15.19 
85-.. 
TABLE XVI 
soorea of Elementary School GrOUJiS on Gates. Silent Reading Test 
Type A. 
Elementary School A B .. c D E F 
Sa ores f f f f f r 
24- 2 3 
22 .. 23 3 l l 0 
20-21 5 3 2 0 4 
18-19 2 3 . 6 2 3 
16-17 . 5 4 3 2 4 
14-15 5 4 5 9 3 
12-13 6 2 5 4 10 " 2 
10-ll 6 4 3 6 7 2 
8-9 2 0 8 3 4 l 
8-7 0 l 1 5 2 l 
4-5 l l 
2-3 
0-1 
:Number ot Cases 37 21 55 34 40 7 
Mean 15.59 15.48 13.14 13.53 14.65 Median l0.50 
lJean Reading Grade 7.30 7.25 6.08 6.25 5.83 4.75 
! · 
Figure r.x: presents the same 
i'acts ,sraphioaly. Sohool E reaches 
a higher position on the graph, but 
. the scores are scatering at e;ither end 
of the (Listribution• There is much 
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Compariron or the Elementary School Groups on Gates 
Type B, Reading to Predict the Outcome of' 
Given Events 
The data on Gates Type B, Reading to Predict the Ou:tcane 
of Given Events, a.re presented in Table XVII. 
School B has the highest mean scor·e and the lowest standard. 
deviation of any or the schools. This fact indicates that the pupils 
from this school are with few exceptions consistently higher in this 
type of reading than are the pupils from the other schools. 
School ·.A and School E are similar in measures of central 
tendency and variability. Both of these ~  have mean reading. 
grades ranking almost as high.as the reading grade or School B. 
Schools B and D have mean scores and standard d.eviations 
which are practicaly the same, but which place them belo7t the other 
schools in·reading grade levels, with the exception of School F with 
. a readtng ~a~e of 4. 7 5. 
Figure X shoViS Schools D and E reaching the same high point. 
Schools A and D have base-lines which extend beyond those -of other 
schools. Theso extended base-lines are indicative o.f greater range._ 
' ;.' . 
TABU1 XVII· 
sco·rea of Elem.en.tary School Groups ·on G.'ltes Silent Reading 
Test -Ty:pe B 
Elementary School A B 0 D E F 
Scores f f f f f .J:a • 
24- 3 l l 1 5 
22-23 0 2 l 2 2. 
20-21 7 2 3 3 3 
18-19 4 3 7 2 a· 
16-17 0 5 l 2 5 l 
14-15 ·4 1 3 10 10 ID 
12-13 5 4 9 5 6 r 
10-l 2 2 3 5 5 2 
8-9 4 l 5 2 2 1 
6-7 0 l 0 l 1 
4-5 l l l 1 
.2 .. ·3 1 1 
Number of Oases 37 21 35 34 40· 7. 
Mean 15•9'7 16.81 14.77 14.88 15.90 Median lOo 50 
S.D. 5.31 4.27 4.63 4.82 5.17 
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Compari.son of Elemeli.tary School Groups on Gates me O, 
Reading to Understand Precise Directions 
91 
Table XVIII :pres en ts the arrangement of the scores oi' the · 
five schools on a ~ e e e t in Reading to Understand Precise Directions. 
School A agaih takes precedence over the others in mean _score and · 
mean :reading grade. The comparatively smal sta.ndard deviation marl<:s 
·the limits of· the mid.dihe sixty-eight percent Vi thin a range of about 
eigb. t points. Figure XI shows a piling up of the scores toward the 
·upper end of this distribution. 
School B and School C have standard devia t~  of almost 
the sar11e .. ~ ~  b.ut School B has a mean score of almost tvro points 
above the mean score of School c. 
Schools C and.D have mean scores of 14.77 and 14.47 with 
standard deviations of 4.30 and 5o83 respectively. These results 
show that School C has the greater scater of scores of the tv:o 
schools. 
School E has the largest standard devia. tion of the five 
distributions. The mean score is €1-'eater, however, than the mean 
scores of Schools C and D. The mean reading ·grades range f'rom 7. 25 
in School D to a. 58 in School A. Schools A and B are slightly 
below average in reading ability of this type; and schools A, B, and E 
are average or above average in performance ~ ~  typa. school F . 
with a median score of nine has a reading of a r ~te  4.50. 
. TABIE XVIII 
So ores or Elementary School . Groups on Gates Silent Reading 
Test -• Type 0 
Elementary School A B c D E F 
Saores f t f t f f 
24- l 2 
22-23 4 0 2 3 
20-21 10 4 2 3 3 
18-19 3 3 3 4 6 
16-17 5 6 10 5 3 1 
14-15 6 0 2 7 7 0 
12-13. 2  3 6 5 6 2 
l0-11 5 2 4 6 3 0 
8-9 l 2 4 2 6 ., 1 
6-7 2 2 l 1 
~  0 
2-3 2 
l'i'Umber ot Oases 37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 17.16 16.52 14•77 14.47 15.60 Median 9.00 
S.D. 4.19. 4•32 4•30 3o83 4086 






Comparison of Elementary School Groups on TtPe D; 
Reading to Note Details 
The data in Table XIX show that al of the schools are below 
average in performance on Gates Ty];>e D, Reading to Not.a Details. 
School .A, with a mean score o:t: 38.15 and a mean .reading 
grade of 7 .46 is only a 11 tle below average in reading achievement 
of this type. ·The amount of dispersion is greater in this distribu-· 
tion than in any of the other four, revealing greater variability 
within this group. 
The mean scores o:t: the other four schools range from 34. 59 
to 35.00 with 'standard deviations ranging from 7.26 to 9.41. School F 
has a median .score of .26.25, which is equal to a reading grade of 4.43 
Figure x:rI:presen ts graphicaly the arrangements. of t~e 
frequencies of the different distributions. In this figure, ~t 
of the schools reach about the same height. School D reaches a 
higher -point in one instance. School 0 has the shortest base-line, 
showing a narrower range of scores tha.Ii the other schools. 
95. 
TABIE XIX 
Soores of Elementary School Groups on Gates Silent Reading Test 
Type D 
Elementary ~  A. B c D E F 
Scores f f f f f f 
54- l 2 
51-53 l 0 
48-50 5 2 2 3 
45-47 5 2 4 4 2 
42-44 3 2 3 l 3 
39-41 4 l 4 3 5 
36-38 6 l 4 10 5 l 
33-35 l 5 5 l 2 0 
30-32 3 4 3 5 5 0 
27-29 0 l l 5 5 l 
24-26 4 l 5 3 4  2 
21-23 2- l 4 l 0 2 
18-20 0 l 0 3 l 
15-17 1 l 
12-14 l 
No. of Oases I 37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 38.15 35,69 35.44 34.59 36.00 Median 25.25 
s.D. 10.36 s.2e 7.57 7.25 9,41 
Mean Reading Grade 7.46 5.48 6.38 e.oo: 6.60 4.43 
~ 
1 
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Comparison or Elementary School Groups on 'file Paragraph 
Meaning Test 
97 
Table :XX gives the means core t standard deviation, and. mean· 
reading grade for each of the five schools presented in gr-aphical 
form in Figure XIII. It gives the median reading score and the 
approximate reading .grade of School F, also. 
On ·this measure of progress in reading, al of the schools 
excepting School F receive mean scores which rank them above their 
grade placement. 
Figure XIII shows that al of the five distributions are 
skewed negatively. School E, especialy, has a piling up Of 
aaores at the upper end of the distribution. 
Sohool A. has t?e high.est mean score and the highest standard 
deviation •. 'lle amount of standard deviation decreases as the mean 
scores deorease except in the case of School C which has the smalest 
amount of dispersion, but th.ird from the -highest mean. acore. 
The mean reading grades for the five. schools range from 7 ~  
in School B to 9 ~ 29 in School A· The me.di an score of School F in-
dicates a reading ~ of 4.95. 
TABIE XX 
Scores ot Elementary School Groups on the New Stanford 
Reading Test ..:. · Paragt'aph Meaning · 
Elementary School A B c D E F 
Scores f r · r r r · f 
120-124 2 
115-119 2 1 
110-114 3 l 2 4 
105-109 . 6 0 l 5 8 
100-104 . 7 2 5 3 ·7 
95-99 5 3 9 7 3 l 
90-94 2 4 4 4 4 0 
85-89 3 3 l 2 5 0 
80-84 l 4 5 4 2 0 
75-79. 2 0 3 5 3 1 
70-74 2 3 2 l l l 
85-69 l 0 l l l 0 
60-64 0 l 0 l 1 
55-59 l 0 l l 
50•54 1 0 
45-49 2 
Ho.mber of Cases 37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 97.91 ss.21 93.07 90.88 94.63 Median 52.50 
s.D. 15.26 12.70 12.05 .13.21 14.27 
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·comparison of the Elementary School Groups on the 
Stanford Word Meaning Test 
In Table XXI the Stanford Word Meaning Test is recorded. 
School E has the least standard deviation and next to the 
high.est mean score, which shows a close grouping of sec.res within 
comparatively narrow limits. 
In School A' again are found the highest mean score a ~ 
100._' 
the highest standard deviation. Schools A and E are above average in 
performance on this test. Schools B and C are slightly below average 
in achievement; School D is about a. grade belov1 average; and school F 
is a ~ t two ~ade  below average• The e:x:tremel;r great range of 
scores' .from ,next to the last step interval to within two stev 
intervals from the upper limits, in the School ~ distribution is 
indicative of' great dispersion. In this set of distributions, as in 
the most of ;the others; the scater is more noticeable in the lower 
~art  of the distributions. 
Figure XIV shov1s very irregular outlines o:t: the performance 
of the five schools. 
101 
TA.BLE Xl 
Scores of the Elementary School Groups on the New Stanford 
Reading Test -Word Meaning 
e e ta~ Schools A B c D E F 
Scores f f t f f f 
110-114 2 
105-109 7 l 2 1 6 
100-104 6 1 5 2 4 l 
95-99 3 2 l 3 6 0 
90-94 3 5 5 3 2 l 
85-89 2 2 5 5 6 I 0 
80-84 7 3 4 4 4 l 
75-79 l 1 3· 4 4 0 
'10-74 2 2 3 7 5 1 
'65-69 l l 4 ~  2 0 
60-54 3 2 l 2 l 0 
55-59 1 2 0 2 
50•54 0 0 
45-49 0 0 
40-44 l 0 
35-39 0 
30-34 1 
Number or Cases .37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 91.69 83.93 84.36 81.48 88.28 Median 72.50 
s.D. 14.77 13•50 14.05 13.45 12.28 
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comparison of Elementary School Groups on the Chapman-cook 
Speed of Reading Test 
The data of the Chapman-Cook Speed of ·Reading Teat are 
presented in Table XXII. 
The mean scores range f'rom 12e66 in School C to 13•67 
in School B. There is a varia ti.on or a little more than a point 
in standard deviations or the grrups. These measures of eentral 
tendency and variability indicate that the schools are very much 
alike in performance on this test• 
103 
In the norms given for this test, the median score 
for . the seventh ~ade is 14.5 and . the medium low seventh grade 
score saore is 12. 5. Thus . all of the five schools excepting School D 
with a means.core of 12.18 rank between medium low and average in 
speed or reading. 
Figure XV discloses a great overlapping of SCP.res. There · 
is a tendency for each distt-ibution to take about the same general 
shape as every other dis'b.'ibution. Schools .A, D, and E have base-
lines which extend to greater limits than do the base-lines of 
Schools B and c. 
104 
TABLE XXII 
Scores of the Elementary School Grou:ps on Chapman-Cook 
Speed of Reading Test 
Elementarl School A B c D E F 
Scores f f f f f f 
24-25 . l l 
22-23 0 l 
20-21 0 l - l 
18-19 l 2 l 2 3, 
16-17 3 2 3 2 3 
14-15 12 3 6 6 7 
12-13 5 6 7 7 11 l 
10-11 9 3 7 . -5 7 2 
6-9 3 3· 4 6 2 2 
6-7 2 l 4 2 3 l 
4-5 l l 0 l 
2-3 l l 
Num'Qer of Oases 37 21 35 34 40 7 
Mean 12.78 13.67 12.66 12.18 13.60 Median 9.50 
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Comparim n of Elementary School Gra.i:pa on Composite Reading scores 
The o anbina ti on of reading measures into canposite scores 
should give a beter measure of reading proficiency than any one 
measure "taken alone. 
Table XXIII gives the means and standard deviations of the 
five schools and the median score for School F. 
' 
As other te.st resu1 ta would lead one to conclude, School A. 
ranks the highest in this general measure of' reading. School E, with 
the ne:x:.t highest. mean score·, ha.s the largest standard davia tion. The 
Schools B, C,· and D have standard deviations of almost the same 
. . ' 
am:>unt, but School B has the highest mean score of the three. Tb.ere 
is a difference of' about 'seventeen points between the mean scores 
of Sohooltr D and A, the lowest and highest of the five schools on 
this measure. School F is very lnlch below the other schools in this · 
comparison, as it has been on al other measures. 
Figure· :A.'VI sij.9ws the r~ a  picture of these resul ta. 
schools A, C, and E reach the same height, but School A is shifted 
farther to the right because of the grouping or scores neare.r the 
upper end of the distribution. The ~  and re-crossing of lines 
of the different schools is an indi'cation of the overlapping of these 
schools on this measure. 
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TAbLE XXII 
Oomposi te Reading Saores ot Elementary School Groups 
Elementary School A  B c D E- F 
scores r r r t f t 
190-199 l l ' 
180•189 4 2 l 5 
170-179 4 l . 4 0 4 
160-169 8  3 2 3 -1 
l5Qwl59 3 · l 8 6 0 
140-149 4  2 2 2 8 l . 
130-139 2 5 2 5 6 · o 
120-3;29 4 . l 5 0 6 0 
~  4 3 3 , 3 2 1: 
100-109. 1 2 5 5 3 l 
90-99 1 l 3 1 2 1 
80-89 0 l 1 0 
70-79 l l 2 
60•69 l 
Number o:r Cases 37 21 35 34. 40 7 
Mean 148.71 139.76 135.29 131.47 142.75 Median 95.oo-
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Summary of the Comparisons ·or Elementary. School 
Groups 
The findings of this part of the study are summarized in 
the i'olowing statements: 
l. Of al the schools represented .in this study, 
School A. has the lowast chronological age, the highest 
mental age, and the highest I.Q,. It has also the greatest 
standard deviations in mental age and I.Q,. Schools B, 
c,.D, .and E rank:.about the ~e r  on these m3asures, with 
School D a litle below the others in mental age and I.Q,. 
School F has the highest chronological age, the lowest 
. ~ 
mental age, and the e~t I.Q,. ~ as represented by the 
' . 
medians or its distributions. 
2. School A has the highest mean score on al or 
the measures or reading with the exceptions of Chapman 
oook Speed of Reading and Gates Type B. There is a 
shifting of the r-anks of the other tour schools with School 
l-09 
D ranking lower in a few more measures. School F 'is the lowest 
in ea.ch comparison.-
3. In practicaly al of the distributions the dispersion 
is of a greater· degree in the e~ limits, indicating more 
scatering or abilities arong those VlhO rank lowest. 
4. Along with this sunmary a· few general statements 
should be ·made regarding ihe districts which these schoola 
represent. 
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School A is made up of pupils who come in most cases 
i'rom the pradominantly professional district • . Many of the 
Uni ve·rsi ty instructors, professional business men, and other 
representatives of the higher occupational groups reside· in 
this di strict. School ·E ranks second with respect to envir-
onment opportunities. This district also includes a ~eat 
n'i.l:mber belonging to the professional and c crnmercial occupa-
tions. The environmental advantages are above those or 
the average school district. 
School C. probably ranks third. in educational and 
social t~ d  Schools B and E have ~ t  less of the 
influence of beter environmental elements. School F 
re:p:resents a negro population., and environmental opportunities 




The general interpretation Of the findings or this study 
with r·espeot to their signi:f.'ioanoe and ~ a tions wil be consider-
ed in this chapter. 
The purpose of this study 'Was to answer certain qu.estions 
which have been stated in Chapter II. 
First;. What is the relation between res.ding ability and each 
of the three variables of chronological aget mental age, and I.Q.? 
The negative relationship existing between chronological ages and 
composite reading scores 'indicates that those who a.re retarded in grade 
placement with reference to chronological age are accelerated beyond 
the grade level va1ich their mental ages warrant• 
The high correlation between mental ages and composite 
reading scores, and I.Q. and composite reading scores show that reading 
ability is very dependent upon mental capaai ty• Reading of an inferior 
type is usualy found in children of low I.Q., ,for to read understand-
ingly one must weigh the different el.emen ts of each sentence and. 
interpret them in relation to their content • .Al of this involves 
the elimination or irreievan t connotations and the accumulation of 
ideas which lead to the final ~ era at ion• 
Most o:t: the group mental tests utilize· reading to such an 
extent that those who are deficient in reading are not measured. as 
adequately as are those who have established more efficient habits of 
· reading• For this reason, mental tests requiring the use cit reading 
are reading tests as wel as inteligence tests. It is not surpris-
ing, then, that reading ability correlates so highly with I.Q. and 
mental age among children of approximately the same chronological 
1!2 
age• Mental age-and I.Q. · are important factors in predicting achieve-
ment in reading and success in al school subjects. 
A range a·f I.Q,. 's from. 70 to 145 precludes uni'ormi ty of 
11ro@:'ess in school subjects. Different types of instruct ion adapted 
to the varying abilities are necessary for the best results in 
a chi evernen t. 
The .next question involves the consideration of the 
different techniques pf reading em.ployed in studying the su.bject 
mater of the different courses. ~t types of reading a.re most 
essential to j_)rogress in the various school subjects? Recent invest-
igations reveal that reading is not a uniform mental process to be 
develo1)ed by simply increasing the amount of reading to be done; 
proficiency in reading iL111)lies the develo1Jrne11t of many reading pro-
cesses. 
In the primary grades great stress is placed UJ)On the 
mechanical phases of reading•· Foundations are being laid upon which 
future training mu.st be basod. Noa.r the olose of the fourth year 
there is a ~ t  Of emphasis froiri. reading for the salce of learning 
the niechanics of reading to reading for definite purposes. The 
child begins to read arithmetic, language, and gt;3ogra:Jhy instead of 
just reading to master the process of reading. Reading is ma.de a 
means to an end, not just an end in its elf. 
113 '-
./ . 
. The correlations found between each of the tour. types 
of' ~te  Silent .Heading Test aud school subjects shov1 that Reading· 
fol" General .sig.nificauce does i1ot correla.te as hig!l.ly .with school 
subjects as d~ the othe.r three types, especialy Reading to Under-
stand Precise 1 Directions and Reading to Uote Details• T'.aese correla-. . 
tions suggest t a ~ pupils have not been given proper training in 
noting general significance, or that pupils of junior high . school 
age have not the pro1Jer mental.maturity to colect and relate the 
th.J:'eads of a discussion into large general meanings, but instead 
, I 
they reproduce somewhat detailed. and accurate statements of facts 
in about the same forms as they appear in the materials read. 
Another probability is that the em9hasis of our education-
al systems upon analytical reading tends to lead the pUJ!il to believe 
t ~t the recaling of detailed fac·cs is the gt'eatest measure of 
achievement. · Intensive. study of short assignman:ts often leads to 
the development of such habits of reading• 
The results of this studY, indicate that there is sClle 
discrepancy between educa tione.l theory and methods of. instruction 
in current practice. For example, educators every\1here advocate· 
that literature be studied for· pure enjoyment and for large genaral 
views, yet correlations indicate that the results of Gates ~e A, 
Reading for General Significance, are not as closely related to 
literature marks as are the :results of the other three types of 
reading· considered in this investigation. 
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A. knowledge of the different reading processes essential 
to achievement in school sub jeots he:Lps teachers to locate weaknesses 
oi' distinct types, and is of vi ta1 importance as· an aid in adapting 
the technique of instruction to particular kinds of subject mater. 
Th.era are two general classifications of reading techniques 
knovm as oral and silent reading. What is the relation existing 
'between oral. and a ilen·c :i:ieading abili tiea? The high correlation 
of .sat .013, though somewhat superficial because of the selection 
of e:ctreme groupsJ indicates a close relationship between; oral and 
silent reaiing. 
Oral reading difficulties are much more readily detected. 
than are the difficult.ies, Of silent reading because Of the. greater 
objeotivi ty of oral reading. So111e diffieuJ.ties common to both types 
can be located more easily through a diagnosis of oral reading ability. 
In ·the primar.r grades reading means litle more than the 
interpretation of the symbols of the printed page. .As the child 
advances into higher grades the exigencies of his school subjects com-
~e  him to use silent reading as a means of more economical and effective 
study. The rapid increase in the amount of reading to be done makes · 
oral reading for most ptrposas impracticable . 
Scientific investigations within the ~ t few years have 
revealed tho.t there is a difference in the psychologicul nature of · 
the two processes. One may master the :mechanics oi' reading and stil 
not be able to interpret what he reads. Silent :reading emphasizes 
meanings ins.tead of the mechanical phases which are a tressed in oral 
reading• 
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Oral reading is of supreme importance in the primary grades 
Wherein habits of pronunciation and articulation a.re being formed. In. 
the higher grades in certain kinds of literature, such as poetry, there 
are marked auditory valµes • There is less use for oral reading now than 
in times past, but there is stil a need for it for the highest individ-
ual development. 
The high correlation between oral and silent reading abilities 
implies that one can predict some of the difficulties enc6un tered in 
silent reading through a study of the weaknesses revealed in a diagnosis 
of oral reading ability. 
The fourth question raised in this study deals with influences 
.upon reading ability ~ are effected outside of the school room. 
What relationship exists between certain environmental fac$Qrs and 
achievement in read ~ The findings of this study reveal that the two 
groups composed of those who ranked in the highest quartiles and those 
"vho ranked in t~e lowest quartiles on the different reading measures 
were found to take the same general arrangement.with respect to en-
vironmental conditions. A knowledge of the home conditions of pupils 
is of great value to teachers in helping them to find a starting point 
for each child which v7il'l best fit his ne:eds. 
some pupils come from homes v1here reading has been the · 
most important activity. Their reading interests and atitudes have 
been developed through adequate provision of various types of reading 
116'-
materials. They have had wide experiences gained, through travel; enter-
tainment, and other forms of pre-reading experiences. T'ney have 
atitudes and desires which prompt further learning. 
Others, who are less fortunate, have never had the privileges 
and advantages which help to r ~de a taste for and an interest in 
reading. They do not have the backgroundJ built up through experience, 
upon which excelency in. reading depends. Their reading has been very 
meager, hence their ccrnma.nd of the reading r e~ e  is not sufficiently 
developed to permit them to keep pace vrith their more fortunate class 
mates. Al of these factors are significant to the classroom teacher 
who has to base instruction upon the degrees of readiness to vrhich the 
different pupils have.· atained. 
The more fortunate pupils. comprising the High Group have not 
only higher mental capacities, but also more environmental advantages 
than the Low Group, therefore the differences in· achievement would not 
be so great if home oond.1 tions were ·more nearly the s arne for al. 
Tile fifth q_uestion is closely related to the one just dis-
cussed. A;re there any differences in the reading abilities of the 
six elementary school groups? The fact that.one school ranked highest 
on almost eve.ry measure of reading, and another r~ ed lowest on every 
It 
measure is evidence that there is some thing more than chance en. tering 
into thio arr~ e e t  The differences in soqial backgrounds, v1hich 
corresponds very ~ e  to differences in inteligence, probably 
accounts for many of the differences found among these school groups. 
The various interests and activities of different localities 
and cormnunities have an influence on the amount and types of materials 
which children read. The ra.ingling of these different groups into 
one school population complicates the teaching problem with respect. 
to elementary school training, social backgroUi.'1ds, and range of 
abilities. 
[he ~  question deals with reading atainment of the 
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entire seventh grade. What is the approximate reading proficiency of 
the seventh grade as ea ~ed by a batery of tests? '!he averaging 'of 
the reading gTade levels of al of the test results gives a mean read-
ing gr:ade level of 7.18. The averaging of the different measures 
l . 
probably does not give a true measure of reading prof.iciency' as some 
tests include more types of reading than others and should have more 
weight accordingly. The results of the single tests are important; 
however, in measuring atainment on the different measures and in de-
tecting deficiencies. The approximate mean reading grade levels range 
from 6.00 to 8.43; while the distributions of the different tests show 
scores ranging from below third grade level to and above the eleventh 
grade level. 
~ whole psychological process known as. silent reading is 
composed of the ability to read with undersianding and the ability to 
read at different rates of speed the various types Of reading materials. 
The pupils of the seventh grade are almost up to average in compre-
hension, but they are more than a · grade below.average in speed of read-
ing. The problem of speed of reading has not yet become a mater of 
great concern in the minds of most grade school teachers; especialy 
is this true in the elementary gt"ades where al effort is directed 
toward ·the mechanics of reading. 
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What is the significance of this range of reading proficiency 
to the classroom teacher? Courses of study are usualy outlined f_or 
.pupils of average ability; for those who rank between the best and the 
poorest in any given subj eot. Test results indicate that there are 
extreme cases for which adequate provision is not ade~ Methods of 
ins true cion for these extreme cases wil necessitate the use•-of read-
ing materials of the_ different grade levels to meet individual needs. 
w.s. Gray states that pupils who rank below the sixth 
grade norm in reading are seriously handicapped in studying the read-
. . - I 1 
ing materials prescribed in junior and senior high sohools. 
-~ --~ ------
l. W.S. Gray, 'Reading Deficiencies in Secondary Schools" journal 
of the.National Educational Association. Vol. 20, June; 1931, P• 197• 
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;CHA.PIER V 
SUMMAEY OF FINDl'lGS 
The· statistical findings of this investigation are su:nmarized 
in the folowing statements: 
l. The mean chronological age of the group studied 
Vias 13 2/12 years; the mean mental age was 13 9 /12 years;· · 
and the mean I.Q,. was 106. 
2. The approximate mean reading grade levels atained 
by .the· group are as folows: Gates Type A, 6.73;, Gates 
Type B; 7.18, Gates Type C, 7.58, Gates Type D, ~  
S.tanford Test of Paragraph Meaning, 7.4'], and Chapman-Cook· 
_ Speed of Reading, 6. oo. 
3• .A coefficient of correlation of -.47 .±•030 expresses 
the relationship between the composite reading measure and 
.c •.A. Correlations of 077+.020 and .75+.020 were found - -
between composite reading scores and M.A. and I.Q,. respectively. 
4. Correlations between composite reading scores and 
ar ~  in the various school subjects ranted from .38± 0040 
to • 56± • 032. 
5. In the correlations computed between the different 
' . 
types of reading and the· school subjects, the range was 
from .19 ! 0045 'to • 58 ·±•031. 
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5. The coefficient of correlation of .64,:t .02s was 
found between Chapman-Cook Speed of Beading Test and the' 
Stanford Paragraph Meaning Test. -A correlation of seven th -
grade average marks with results of Chapman-Cook Speed of 
Reading 'Test resulted in a relationship of .36 .!. .040. 
7. The correlation between :Paragraph· Meaning and seven th 
·grade marks was •58i-,031;' the correlation between Word 
Meaning and seventh gtade average marks was .48 t•036. 
8• High and Low Grru.ps selected on the th;ree bases 
of M.A., seventh grade average marks. and the different 
rea1ling scores, showed_ com:plete.ly reliable differences 
on al of the measures on which they were comparedo 
9. The i:iersonal intervi_ew data of the groups 
designated.as.High_ and Low on the basis of reading measures, 
_indicate that those, i1:1. the High Groilp had a more favorable 
background for eduoat.ional achievement with respect to 
. every situation studied• 
10. In the comparison of the d ~ere t elementary 
school groups School A with only two exce]!tions scored 
the h:l.ghest on al of the reading measures. School F 
ranked lowest in each.comparison. There was much inter-
changing of rank :positions among the other four ~  
School D ranked lovrest of the four on several measures. 
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conclusfon 
Reading msts do not measure reading atainment :perfectly, 
but until more adequate means of measurement are available, they should 
pe used to the bes·t advantage possible. 
Deficiencies in reading often present a series of difficulties, 
affeoting achievement in different lines., , Those specific elemen.ts 
that are basic in reading are also the underlying u dat ~ for 
scholastic atainment in al other school subjects. The teaching of 
science, at e ~t  English, or any other school subjects involves 
the teaching of reading either incidentaly or specificaly, thils 
the teaching of reading is in reality a means of effectively, training 
pupils to study different types of materials. 
It has been stated that the reading ~ e e~ used vary with 
the purpose, for which one reads and the type of reading material • . 
The very fact that no two individuals are alike necessitates the 
provision of different types of reading to satisfy constantly 
changing interests• 
Gates says, ·"It is foly to expec.t to learn run ct ions as 
complex as reading economicaly and effectively without instruction,· 
and it is equaly futile to atempt adequate methods of instruction 
4 
without intimate knowledge o.r these functions and the influence 
·1 
of a variety of factors upon them." 
l. A.I. Gates, "The Psycholost, of Reading and Speling With Special 
Reference to Disability." Teachers Colege Contributions ~  
~ 105. 
Reflection wil reveal that almost every subject in the· 
curriculum involves. the use of different reading processes. Those 
who have formed adequate reading habits at an early age have an 
ad ~ta e over incompetent readers. ,rt folows that those who have 
~ . . " 
the capacity should be givenassistance in learning to,read 
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APPENDIX 
:1· Gray Oral 
-'
:_._. Reading Paragra_phs 
, Teet -
STANDARDIZED ORAL READING PARAGRAPHS 
By Wiliam· S. Gray· 
- --
Name ....... L....... :.. • ..... •u ...... ~  ........ ~ ..... :. : .... ~ e da~ .............. ~ .. 
· Yean Month ,_ 
Race ...... ,.... : ...• ~  . ~  . :'. . Sex.: .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .•............. Gr_ade . :. L. .. ~ ~ ~ ~  ..•..•...•• 
City .....••. ~ ta te ... ~ ..•.. ~ ... :.... ~ ..... Da te ....... ~ ~ ~  ..........•.. ~ 
School . ~ ............. :....•........•..... ~ .... 1'.eacher ........ :............. ,........... .
( 
Directions to _the Teacher -
Each child should be tested apart from the others in a room by him-
self. Give him an unused-folder. Take another folder and fil in the 
above blanks before beginning the reading. As the child reads, record 
his efforts, · using the-marks presented on -the Class--record -sheet, and 






· A· bl:>y ·had ·a dog: 
The dog ran. into the woods. 
The boy ran after the dog. 
He· wanted· the dog to go home. 
But the dog would not.go home. 
The. litle boy said, 
"I cannot go home without my dog." 
Then .the boy.began to cry. 
2 
· ohce· t ~r~ a~ t  litle pig. 
He lived with his ~ t er in a pen. 
One day he.· saw his ·four feet. 
"Mother," he said,· "what can l do with 
my feet?" . 
His mother. said, "You can run with them." ·. 
So the litle .pig ran round and round the 
pen. 
3 
Once there was a cat and a mouse. . They 
lived in the same house. The cat bit off the 
mouse's tail.,.>·'Pray puss;' said the mouse, 
"give me my long tail again/' . 
"No," said the cat, "I wil 11:ot ,give you 
your tail til you bring .me some ~ ~ 
4 
Once there lived a king and a queen· .in a 
large palace. But tJ:ie king and queen were 
not happy. ·There. were no litle children 
in the house or garden. One day they . . 
found a poor litle boy and girl at their door. 
/They took them into the beautiful palace 
and made them. their' own. The king and 
queen were then happy. 
5 
One of the. most interesting birds which 
.ever. Jived in .my .bird-room was a blue-jay 
named Jackie.·:· He was ful 'of business from 
morning til night, scarcely ever>stil. He 
had been stolen from a nest Jong before he 
could fly, and he had been reared in a house 
long before he had been given to me as a pet. 
6 
· . The part of · farming enjoyed most by a 
boy is the making of maple sugar. It is 
beter .than blackberrying ~ d . al.most ·as 
good as fishing • . . One reason why a boy likes 
· this w.orkis that someone else ·does most.of 
t~ . 'It is a sort . of work in ,which he .can 
appear to be very industrious and yet do. but 
· tt e~ . . . · 
7 
It was one of. those wonderful evenings 
such' as. are' found only, in this magnificent 
region. ,. The sun had sunk. behind . the_ 
mountains, ·but it . . was stil .. light...  The 
prety twilight gi'ow embraced a third of .the 
~  and· against . itS briliancy stood the. dul 
white masses of the mountains in evident 




. The crown and glory of · a 'useful life ~  
character. It is the noblest possession of 
man . :It forms a rank in itself, an estate in 
the general good wil, dignifying every ta~ 
tiori and exalting every position :in society. 
It ·exercises a greater power· than wealth, 
and is a valuable means of securing honor. 
9 
He was approximately six feet .tal-and his 
body was wel proportioned. His complexion 
inclined to be florid; his eyes were blue and 
remarkably -far .apart. Ai profusion ·of. hair 
covered -the •forehead . . ·He was scrupulously 
neat .iri his .appearance; -and,-although he 
habitualy ·Jeft his -tent early, he was wel 
dressed. 
10 
Responding to the Impulse of habit Jo-
sephus spoke_ as of old. The others listened 
atentively b,ut iri· grim and contemptuous 
silence_. He .• _spoke· at-.length,--Continuously, 
persfatently,-and ingratiatingly. -Finaly ex-
hausted' through 'toss .of strength he hesi-
tated. -As always happens in suchexigencies 
he was ·1ost. 
11 
The ·atractions'of .• t e er ~a  pra1r1es 
·as wel -as of the aluvial deposits of Egypt 
a~e been. ove.rcome -by . the azure ~ e  -_-of 
· Italy and._ the a·ntiquities of Ro111lin. arc4i-
tecture. My delight Jl the antique and my 
. fondness for architectural and archaeological 
studies verges·_-onto a fanaticism. -
. -I . . 
12 
The hypotheses concerning physical phe-
nomena formulated' by the earlyphilosophers 
proved to•· be inconsistent ancl in -•general not 
universaly applicable.: 1 Before relatively ac-
curate principles could be established, phys-
icists, mathematicians, and statisticians had 
to combine forces and work arduously. ' 
GATES.SILENTcREADING TEST'_: / 
. . 
.Type ~ Reading to Appreciate the General ~ a e :, · 
Grades 3-"-8 FORM 2 
Vvrite your name here ... · .. ; ....... · .. : ...... ~ .... _...... ~ . 
H Id. ? ·wh . · b. hd · ? . -· . · . · . ow o are you ...... ·. . e ~ your 1rt ay. . ~ .. ~ .. .....·:. 
School. ... ·.... ; .·Grade . .' ..... , .Date ......•..... : .... · 
This is to be a reading test. You are to read a number of paragraphs. 
Below each . paragraph are five words. One of the words tels how 
some one described in the paragraph f e t ~ et er sad or happy, etc. 
You should draw aline under that one-and only one--word to show 
that you understand jµst howthe person described in the paragraph 
did feel. Now let us try a . sample before we begin the real test. 
Read the folowing paragraph and ·then .draw a line under the word 
which you think tels best how the person felt. 
Once upon a time a young ~ r  went down 
. to the river to swim. She jumped in with a 
·splash. She put out·her hands and tried hard 
to swim. Something seemed to be dragging · 
her ·down. Oh,.·it was her wings! She-had 
· for goten to · take them of. Fairy wings 
become heavy when they are wet. She cried 
for help as loudly as she· could. 
Draw a line under.the word which tels how 
the fairy felt. 
cross angry weary afraid joyful · 
On the £olowing pages are more paragraphs just like this one. When 
the signal "Begin" is given you should turn the page, read the r~t 
paragraph and underline the word.· which tels best how the person 
felt, just as you did· above. When you finish the first go on with the 
second and so on until the signal "Stop" is given. The purpose of 
the test is to see how many paragraphs you can read and mark 
correctly in a short time. Don't waste any time. Don't look at 
anyone's paper. ' 
Do Not Turn the Page Until You r~ Told to Begin 
To the Examiner. 1. See that each child has a pencil. 2. Distribute the papers. S. Have the chil-· 
dren fil in the blanks on this page. . 4. Read the directions aloud. After the pupils. have tried the 
test paragraph on this page tel them how you would do it. Explain the directions·with great care and 
make clear the reason why one answer is best. In grades s· and 4 repeat the directions and explana-
tions. 5. Show the children the order ofthe paragraphs on al three pages by holding up a copy of the 
test. Ask them to read in this order. 6. This front page should be up when the signal "Begin" is given. 
7. Say "Stop" at the end of exactly six minutes. 8. Colect papers immediately. 9. Score 
according to directions. given .in the folder of directions. 
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I. -The children waited on· the dock. ·The 
'big shipwas coming_up'the river.-. ·.Its flag was 
. flying in t ~ wind. Slowly it came nearer and 
· -nearer. Now the children could see the people 
·on the ·decks; -They tried hard_ to see if they 
· could find their father. Suddenly they saw 
' ·him on the de~  :They waved their hands to 
. him and he waved· a ~ . 
Draw a line under the word ·that .best tels 
how -the children felt. 
sad afraid angry joyful worried -
fl. . It was hard for Baby Bety to be ·good 
~  day. -She had had her nap and a· big noise 
had wakened her. Now· it was supper-time 
and she was stil crying a bit. Her -dish of -
spinach was given to ~r  but she would not 
eat it. Her mother started to feed her with a 
spoon . . Both.fat litle hands t ~ hold of the 
spoon and threw it to the ·ground! . 
_-Draw a line ·under the-word·which best tels 
how Baby Bety felt after her mip. · 
excited joyful cross . afraid happy 
3. The litle kiten was ~ cold! The· wind 
blew around him and the snow fel on him. 
Suddenly the kiten heard a thud, thud-along· 
-the street. -_A market boy was going by with 
a basket on his arm. He saw t'he cold litle 
kiten. He picked him up and put him in 
his market basket. Soon the kiten was in 
a nice >warm store. He purred loudly. 
'· Draw a line under the word that best tels 
about how the litle kiten felt in the t re~ 
angry sad -afraid happy cross 
·. 4. The litle boy sat on a ~ e beside the 
meadow. He looked down at the cows, and 
then over at the river. How, he wished he 
· had ~e one to play with! _ He looked back 
at .the house behind him. -It was quiet• as 
could be: Only grown-ups were there .and 
most of them were asleep. · He got down and 
· walked slowly across the meadow. - -
· tels how the litle boy felt. 
afraid gay worried weary lonesome 
-5. Tom and Bety.had been-walking a fong 
way . . It was ,hot, and they were t red~ Sud-
denly they came to an old house. In the front 
yard -were· two trees that made, a lovely cooL 
shade. Bety-saw an old woman in the door-
way. She a ~ed timidly, "Please, may we 
rest under your trees?" "No," replied the old· 
woman. "If you do, I'l set my dog on you!" 
Draw a line under the word that best tels 
what ~ d of old woman Bety ~a  
playful joyful homesick cross . happy 
6." -The Sunday School picnic was almost 
ready to tart~ The children eagerly packed 
the lunch boxes in -one corner of the -wagon. 
Then the children piled in. They were -al 
. laughing and talking at once. Nob_ody wanted 
to sit down. They were al hopping up and 
down. __ Soon things were ready. -Tle driver 
clucked to his horses a:nd away they went! · 
Draw a line under the word which best tels 
how the children felt.
1
• 
afraid angry excited weary lonesome 
7. The.feathered folk in the henhouse seemed 
cross-and fretful. -It is no wonder they felt 
_that way, for they h.ad had nothing to' eat or 
drink since early in the morning. The :fine-
looking white' rooster, however; seemed· as 
happy .as usual. ·_.That is saying a great deal. 
A jolier old felow than he . never lived in a 
farmyard. 
Draw a line under the word which. best tels 
how the rooster felt. 
hopeful sad ·joyful anxious afraid 
' . 
8. Tom had _a litle puppy given himfor his 
· birthday. The puppy a~ very hungry so 
Tom made ready ·a meal· for him.: While the 
-puppy was eating, a large dog suddenly ran 
up and carried of the· 'dinner, pan and al. 
Tom. ran after the dog as fast as he-could. 
·Soon ~ caµght him and took away_ the 
~ er~ -Then Tom gave him a good whipping. 
Draw.a line under the word that best tels 
how Tom felt. 
-angry lonesome joyful homesick 'happy l
.·Draw a line under the word which best . 
____ .;._ _____ __.;. ______________ ~ ~~  
9. ~tt  loved her canary very much. ~ 
always sang when she came near and would 
eat sugar from her lips. -Now he was siting 
on· his perch with his head on one de~ When 
Bety came near he did not even raise his 
head. She put sugar on her lips, but he would 
not go, near it. . .Bety did not know what 
to do·. If only shecould help him! 
Draw a line under the word which best tels 
how Bety felt.· 
angry joyful worried· homesick happy 
10. It was the day after the, ~ dre  . had 
~e t the. country.· Al u ~r long they had. 
-romped and played with Rex out in the green 
meadows. Rex lovedto play· with the children 
. and would bark excitedly at al their u ~ 
Now he was. lying in front of the empty 
doorway, with his head on his paws, waiting 
for·the·children.to play with him.·· · 
Draw a line under the word that best tels 
how, Rex feels. , 
, afraid · lonesome playful happy excited 
l 1. The children had had a litle ~ed  and ·' 
white goldfish. · They· had fed him every day 
with his litle white ra er ~ · They had 
changed the water. in his bowl, too, and were · 
careful to see. that he had plenty of green 
things. Now he was dead ... The children stood , 
around the bowl and the youngest· one . was 
crymg . . "; 
Draw a line under the word that best tels 
how· t ~ children felt. · 
excited · homesick sad playful happy · 
12 . . The Third'. Grade was going t~ have a 
puppet show. Two ,boys ·had been geting it 
ready for a week. Al during the morning . 
· the· children whispered to each other. . They 
could hardly wait for the time to come when 
they· would see the . wonderful puppet show. 
Now it was almos't time for it and the children· 
could not keep, stil. 
Draw a line under the word that tels how 
the children f elL 
afraid sad cross excited unhappy 
' . ._ 
13. Bety had gone shopping with mother 
for a whole morning. Sh'e had looked. and 
looked at· al. the , prety things· until· lier· e e~ 
ached. · Then her .feet. began· to drag. behind. 
her. She. found that she could hardly lift 
them from the floor. She saw a nice soft 
.chair. over in one corner. Stumbling over 
toit,she sank down with a deep sigh. . 
. Draw a line under the word which best tels 
· how ~ett  felt. 
, afraid· joyful weary · naughty playful 
· 14 .. It was the first warm day ·,of. spring. 
Al the chil9-ren were out on the lawri. They 
we_re laughing and. running al over; trying to 
find signs· of spring. Suddenly Bety found 
the r~t  crocus. ' ~  the crocuses are up! 
The crocuses are up! they· al shouted and 
began to dance in litle whirling circles ali · 
over the lawn. · 
Draw -a Jine under the word which. best 
tels how the children felt. · 
lonesome cross weary joyful afraid 
· 15. Ruth ~t d il front of the hig Sunday 
School Christmas .tree: Everybody else was · 
geting presents. They were showinO-them 
to . their friends and: laughing. and talking. 
~ adde  she felt some one press something 
m her arms. Ruth looked down and there 
. was• ·a beautiful dol with gold · curls. . She 
hugged itightly to her and smiled at everyone. 
Draw ~ line un'der the word that. best tels 
how Ruth felt n;fter she· got t~e dol . . · 
afraid· sad happy . homesick worried 
'16. The litle country boy had been brought 
-to the city. He had been shown the high, 
u d ~  ·. He ~ad ridden in the subways 
and had seen bright e e t~  signs at night. 
But_ after three days he began to grow 'weary 
of the sights of the city. He longed to go. 
back_ to the. country. "Oh, how I wish I . 
could see a litle running brook!" he sighed . . 
Draw a line undei; the word which best tels 
how the country boy felt. 
angry afraid homesick happy playful 
. 17 ~ Jim could· hardly believe· his eyes. 'There 
wa·s a litle puppy before him, and his father 
, said· it was his ·very own. The puppy was 
· jumping up and down, roling his eyes at Jim. 
Jim could wait no longer._ Away they ran! 
The litle dog leaped on ahead toward the 
woods. · Now and then he would run back 
-and bite at Jim's heels in fun. 
Draw a line urider the word that best tels 
how the puppy felt. ' · 
~ 
· afraid sad cross weary playful 
18.. The whole house was hush_ed. The 
· children had to go around mi their tiptoes, 
for Baby Mary was very . sick. They stood 
in one corner and watched a nurse with a big 
white _cap go in and out' of the sick-room.· 
The children waited for the doctor to come 
out. "Oh, tel us," they asked, "is Baby 
Mary going to get wel soon?' ' 
Draw a line under the word which best tels· 
how the children felt. 
homesick worried angry . naughty happy 
19. Tom and Mary _were going to. sel 
lemonade to people who passed in auto-
mobiles. Mary rushed into the house to get 
the lemons and glasses from mother. Tom 
ran over to the pump to get some cold water. 
They both worked fast until al .was ready. 
' They could hardly wait for the first car to stop 
and buy,}heir "Ice Cold Lemonade.' 
Draw a line under the word· that best tels 1• 
how Tom and Mary felt. 
sad angry excited weary afraid 
20. Jack stood stil. By a tree near.him was 
the .biggest bear he had ever seen. Suddenly 
the bear turned around. · Two fuzzy litle 
·cubs were behind her.. They were fighting 
and r ~ around in the dirt. · The big ·bear 
gave them each a hit with her paw. Jack did 
not. see any more,· for he turned and ran down 
the hil as fast as he could. -
. Draw a line under the word that best tels 
how Jack felt. 
angry playful ·. happy weary· ,afraid 
21. Ben was a city boy who had never been 
to the country. He had lived al of his short 
life in city streets. One summer some friends 
took him to the country. He was shown the 
a a ~ the meadows, and-the woods. He 
looked at them al in silence. Suddenly he 
looked up with tears in his eyes and asked, 
"But where are the streets to play in?" 
Draw a line under the word which best 
tels ·how Ben felt. 
excited· homesick happy joyful weary 
22. Buddy went down the meadow to see 
·Mery:.. Legs. · Merry-Legs was a young. pony. 
He was no bigger than a big dog. ·Buddy held 
. out a . lump of sugar. Merry-Legs came . 
running up to Buddy. He jumped up and. 
put his front hoofs on Buddy's shoulders and 
ate· the sugar. Then he jumped down, and 
roled over ·and over in .the grass. 
) 
Draw a line under the word which 
tels how Merry-Legs felt. 
angry playful . sad ·. ·afraid . cross 
l 
28. · The 'children dug in the sand a while. 
Suddenly one of them said, "Oh, let's· 'make · 
a tunnel!" Down they went on their hands· 
and knees and began to dig in the sand near 
the water's edge. · Soon .they had two holes 
which almost met. "Now for the last bit," 
they shouted. Soon the tunnel was made. 
They sat back and laughed with joy. 
. . 
Draw a line under the word which best tels 
how the children felt. 
, sad afraid angry happy . cross · 
~ The old woman walked along the road 
toward her home. She had had a hard day 
out. in the fields. The sun· had been very hot 
and she had become tired. On her way home 
she had gathered wood for her fire. She carried 
it in a big bundle on top of her head. She 
walked along very slowly, feeling as if she<' 
co:uld hardly take another step . 
Draw a )ine under the word which best 
tels how the old ~  felt. 
joyful weary' happy , playful exdted 
·;GATES SILENT READING TEST· 
Type B . . Reading to Predict the Outcome of G ~e  Events · .· 
Grades 3-;-8 FORM 2 , 
Write yo1:1r name here.-...... ! •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• " ••• ~ ••••••• 
7 
••• 
How old are you? .... ., .. When is your birthday? .... ·· . ., ......... . 
~ ... · .·. t . ~ •••• Grade ..... ~  .. ·.Date ..... > •.•• • ~  .•• ·••• ·•••••••••. 
This is to be a reading test. You are to read a number of paragraphs. 
Below each paragraph are four sentences. Each sentence tels what 
is most likely to folow after the happenings that are described in the 
paragraph. You should draw a line under one--and only one-of 
these sentences to show that yoµ can tel what wil probably happen 
next. Now, e~ us try· asample before we begin the real test. . Read 
this paragraph and then dra~ a line under the one sentence which 
you think tels what wm happen next. 
The grocery man had a black cat. He 
loved his cat very much. One day a lady 
brought a big buldog into the store. The 
grocer's cat raised his back and said "Meow! 
Psst!' to the. buldog. Of course, .the dog 
did not like that, so he growled loudly., Before 
the grocery man or the lady knew what was 
happening, the. buldog had sprung upon 
the cat . 
. They let the fight g.o on 
The cat slept on 
The lady. took her.bird away 
'The grocery man saved his cat 
On the folowing pages are more paragraphs just like this one. . When 
the ·signal "Begin" is· given you should turn the page, read the first 
paragraph and underline the sentence which tels best wpat is coming . 
next, just as you did above. When. you finish the first go on with 
the second and so on until the ·signal "Stop" is given. .The purpose of 
this test is to. see how many paragraphs you can read and mark 
correctly in a short time. Don't waste any time. Don't look at 
anyone's paper. · 
Do Not Turn the Page Until You Are Told to Begin 
To the Examiner. 1. '.See that each child' has a pendl. 2. Distribute the papers. 3. Have children 
fil in the blanks on this page. 4. Read the directions aloud . . After the pupils have tried the test pa,ra-
graph on this page tel them how you would do it. Explain the directions with great care, stressing the 
fact that they are to mark the line which tels what is most likely to happen next. Give reasons why the 
line you marked in the sample tels what is most likely to happen next. In grades 3 and 4 repeat al 
directions and explanations. 5. Show the children the order of the paragraphs on al three pages by 
holding up a copy of the test. Ask them to read in this order 6. This front page should 'be up when 
the signal "Begin" is given. 7. Say "Stop" at the end of exactly eight minutes. 8. Colect 
papers immediately.. 9. Score according to directions given in the folder of directions. 
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. 1. . Two litle girls wanted to play that they 
were at sea. They put a table upside down 
and tied white towels from leg to leg. They 
put a flag on one leg and a smal lantern on 
another . Pilows were their life savers, a 
smal shovel on a cord their anchor. The two 
litle sailors grew hungry. Their mother caled, 
"Ship ahoy! Cherry Pie Port over here!" 
The girls stayed in the .table ship al day 
The girls went to sleep in their ship 
The table was next made into a playhouse 
The girls jumped out and ran to lunch 
Q.· Once a poy found three tiny wild rabbits. 
He took them home and built a nice large 
cage for them. Every day he fed them letuce . 
and apples. But they never became tame. 
.When they saw him coming they would run 
about the cage and ·hit their heads on its 
sides. The boy was sorry for t e~  for they 
belonged in. the woods. 
· He made a smaler and stronger cage 
He gave them dry grass instead of letuce 
He took them to the woods and let them go 
He took them. to the woods and shot them 
.8. Johnny and Poly brought the picnic 
basket across the sand. The waves were 
calmly splashing against the shore. Away out 
. on the ocean they could see the smoke from a 
few steamships. "Oh Johnny," said Poly, 
"let's go. swimming after lunch." "Al right," 
said Johnny, as he took out the sandwiches and · 
piled them high on :some white napkins. 
They da e~ in the moonlight 
They ate their lunch 
·They went home 
They dried themselves in the sun 
4. Tom wanted to plant a bed· of onions. 
He bought the litle onion· sets at a store. He 
planted them just under the top of the soil. 
Two days later he proudly took his father to 
see the onion bed. But how queer .the bed 
looked! Al the onions stood up on their 
white roots as. boys stand on stilts. Tom 
laughed and planted them deeper. 
. ' 
Tom never looked at the onion bed again 
The onions were boiled and eaten for dinner 
Tom's garden.· was ful of beautiful flowers 
The onions grew as they ·should 
-5. A .smal girl used to look at a green botle ·I 
in a store window. It was a slim misty green ,.j ·
botle with bright stars upon it. Every day /J 
the girl looked at it. On hot days she thought.! 
how cool it would be to the touch. One day ' 
as she was looking at it a kind lady asked he{) 
if she wanted it. The litle girl said she wantedi1 
it very much. " 
The litle girl ran away from the lady 
The lady bought the green .botle for her 
The lady said, "Wel, you can't have it" 
The lady gave the litle girl a beautiful dol 
6. A litle girl wanted a toy city but she hadi 
no litle houses. On a flat sunny lot she" 
built a tin can city. The lids of the cans she·; 
bent to look like porch roofs. The cans she. 
put on their sides in rows like houses on}J 
streets. Every day she added streets to Tin ~ 
Can City. But one day a man came to clean-J 
up the vacant lot. . . . )i, 
The man put new windows in al the houses · 
He sat on the porches of the houses 
He bought several cans of I beans 
The man took al the cans away 
7. Jenny had no dols. But there were tall 
pink and red holyhocks in the garden. e ~ 
made twenty lovely dols. She used. the ;· 
opened flowers for dresses, and the tighfr 
buds for ea~  She put sweet pea_ et ~  
on her flower dols. J.enny grew tired and 
went to a shady place to sleep. She left the 
poor holyhock ladies in the hot sunshine . 
The flower dols kept fresh in the shade 
~ * 
.The holyhock ladies went to the store 
The flower dols wilted in the sunshine /. 
She found the white holyhock ladies asleep,'.; 
8. Litle Pat's father took him to the 
They went to see the great tiger in its 
It had a black and yelow coat, huge ~eet  
pale green eyes. Pat was afraid of it but 
would not leave. Al afternoon he 
the tiger walking back and forth in the 
He talked about it al the way home. 
talked about the tig'er during dinner. 
Pat dreamed about Santa Claus al 
Al night he dreamed about t ~ tiger 
The tiger ran out of the woods at him 
Pat took the litle tiger to bed with him 
9. It was the e ~  of the Fourth of July. 
The dr ~  on the big farm were excited for 
they had ~ ter  to hang up. Their uncle 
had· brought them a dozen lovely paper 
lanterns of al colors. . The children lit them 
and hung them under . the ·trees. . They ran 
from tree to tree al. evening to see that noth-
ing hurt the prety lanterns. Suddeniy drops 
of· rain began to fal. , 
. The uncle 'brought new lanterns next year 
The children took down.the lanterns 
They were pleased to see the rain 
They. made paper lanterns for their dols 
10. . A man was crossing a desert in a car. 
He saw hundreds of Indians in a big circle 
and heardthem singing. He went to see what 
·was inside the circle.· He saw painted Indians 
dancing with ·empty bowls in their hands. 
~ They . were praying. ·for rain. A big Indian 
j said to the man, "You go away quick!" · The 
Indian looked very angry. ' 
The Indian crossed the desert 
The Indians·got into canoes and went away 
The man. took a drink .of rain water 
The man got'into his car and left 
. 11. · A dog named Netie had five beautiful 
pups which grew into big dogs. When .winter 
came these five slept in the barn in the straw. 
But Netie . always slept beside the house 
· even when it. snowed. She loved the people 
in the house more . than a warm bed. The 
people had to move from. the farm to a town. 
They decided to take only the best dog. 
They ·mended and .painted the barn 
The five beautiful pups were put in the car · 
They took Netie, the best dog, with them 
They dug wide paths in the snow 
12. Jane looked at the big red rooster. What· 
a fine horse he would be for her dol! She ran 
after the rooster and caught him. Then she 
tied her ·prety litle dol to his red back. 
·; The rooster was · so frightened he . acted as 
~ though he had gone ·mad. . He rushed out of 
~ the yard.· and into the rocks ·and 1 bushes. 
l. The dol was knocked of. 
~  . 
J Jane put the choco]ate rooster in her pocket 
tf . The litle dol was broken 
1 The. rooster hopped of the roost 
;:1 The do11 sat in the store window 
~ 
13. _ An ·American boy was .in Mexico with 
his· father. He saw Mexican men playing 
games with large :seeds that ed~ His 
father told him they were "jumping ·beans' ' 
that grew on bushes.- The boy wanted e~ 
One day. he saw many litle things moving 
about under a bush. They were jumping beans. 
Dozens of them'roled about at his feet. · 
He thought. how good ice cream would taste 
He filed his pockets with the beans·. 
He told stories to the l\'.(exican children 
He bought one of.· the large l\1exican ha ts 
( 
14.: In some places there . ~are wild horses. 
Once when one of the.m was caught his legs 
were hurt. He let himself be led· into a fiel& 
For many days he stayed ih one ·place. People 
said he was stupid. But one day he· walked 
about the field and found that his legs were 
wel. Then he jumped wildly. He made a 
great leap over the fence. 
He ate the sugar that was given to him·,. 
He stood waiting for a saddle 
He ran away so fast he could not be caught 
He ate al the grass in the field 
15. Once two smal girls wanted to run away. 
They put their toys in a pink laundry bag and 
went out of the house. They climbed a 
mountain until they found a litle·cave.· Here 
they made a playhouse with their toys. ·There 
were dishes for the table but they . were al 
empty. The girls became very hungry. :rhey 
put their toys iri t~e pink bag again. 
They went home 
They bougP,t new toys 
They play_ed house 
They ate cherry pie 
16. A snail who lived alone grew weary ·of 
his house and left it. He set out to explore 
the world. A robin _spied him and thought 
he was a worm. The snail 1mew he was· in 
d~ er so he crie:d, "I have a large family at 
home. Come with me and you shal eat us 
al." The robin was a greedy bird and went 
with the snail to his -house. 
The snail brought his family out to therobin 
The snail asked the robin to stay in his house 
The robin was sorry ·he had eaten the snail 
.The snail ran into his house and was' safe 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~  
. . 
17. Pedro was a Mexican boy who lived in a 
mud house. 'J'he mud house had a bright 
blue door. The door was .Pedro's one pride. 
There was nothing else in his home to be 
proud of, for his parents were very poor. One 
windy night he dreamed that robbers tore the 
blue door of its hinges and took it away. 
Pedro woke up crying: · · 
He· made a new door for the mud house 
He ran. to see if the blue door was safe 
Hehit the robber· with a silver dish " 
He helped his parents build a beautiful home 
18. A lark, tired of his dul feathers, wished 
to look like a parrot. He colored his feathers 
with berry juice until he was as bright as a 
parrot. · People seeing him· thought he was a 
parrot and wanted to cage him. Al day and 
night they tried to catch him. The poor lark 
had no rest until he thought of flying into a 
. pool. . He washed of the colors. 
'They put the red and green lark in a cage 
The lark· and. the parrot were drowned . · . 
The people saw he was only a lark 
They sold the· parrot to a circus 
.· 19. A.mouse ~d he had a bushy tail like 
a s'quirrel. A gray hen, feeling sorry for him, 
gave him some feathers. The mouse glued 
these on his bare tail and went away happy. 
· He sat in a tree and curled his tail over his 
back. ·A nian with a gun came by. He cried . 
out, "'One more squirrel skin and my wife 
wil have enough for her coat'!" 
\ 
The mouse u ~ed the _feathers of his tail 
The mouse was glad he looked like a squirrel 
The r te ~d hen flew down from the.lree 
The mouse waved his tail like a squirrel 
flO. A litle girl built a smal house of stones 
and mud. She made the roof of sticks covered 
with round pebbles. For a carpet she used 
·dry· moss. Then she went away for, the 
summer. When she came back she saw a 
nest inside the house. What had lived in her 
house? She hid behind a tree and waited. 
A big striped chipmunk ran up to the door . 
The litle girl opened the chipmunk's cage 
· The chipmunk w.ent into the house 
The squirrel ran to the top branch 
She knew that a robin had lived in her house 
fl 1. . Bety took her pail and shovel and ran :H 
down to where the . waves washed in. The. J
water kept coming closer and closer. She dug ~ 
awhile in the sand. Soon a playmate joined sj 
her. She jumped up and shook the sand of. :·J. 
"You dig a hole t er~  " said she to her ne,w d 
playmate, "and I'! dig one here. Then we I Di 
see what happens. · They dug the holes. >:<:4. 
They· painted their new dol house 
The waves filed the holes with water . 
They picked the flowers they had planted 






fl fl.. A fairy took of her. rose-petal dress and i j 
went swimming. A caterpilar came by, saw ;1 
the dress and ate it up. Then he took of his ;j 
coat and went to sleep. Out of the pool came· i 
the fairy. No dress could she find. She stole t ; 
the caterpilar's furry coat and put it on. The I 
caterpilar woke up shivering. In anger he xi 
dug himself a hole. . ·i 
J 
The caterpilar put on his coat ~  
i The fairy put on.the rose-petal dress· l
The caterpilar crawled into the warm hole 'i 
The caterpilarbutoned up his coat "! 
. ~ 
fl3. Don had built a bridge across the brook J 
It was made of twigs and long straws. Of ~ 
course it was so weak that even a hoptoad <i 
could have broken it down. Fizz, the tte ~  
wanted to cross the brook .but she hated t ~ 
wet her feet. . She stepped on the ·bridge. 
Down went Fizz, twigs, and straws. Don 
was close by when Fizz took her foolish step. 
Fizz curled up on her pilow and slept 
Don built another bridge of the same straws 
Fizz puled the straws out of her fur .· . 
Don puled frightened Fizz out of the brook{ i 
fl4. · Snify, the cat, had had a home. Whel :' 
the people moved a way he was left homeless. " 
He slunk about the streets eating what he ; 
. could find or nothing. He grew both thin 
and dirty. One day a boy, whose pet cat 
had just died, saw Snify. The boy was; 
lonely. He wanted to make some poor cat.· 
happy . . The boy saw that Snify was unhappy. 
' ' 
The boy threw sticks at Snify 
The boy took 'Snify home with him 
Snify died of hunger in a few days 
Snify was a poor street cat 'al his life 
GATES ~ READING> TEST 
. Type C. Reading to Understand Precise Directions 
Grades 3-8 FORM 2 
Write your name here .. · •:.• ··-·. ·-·-· . •-•. •.-• . -. ·. _ .. -. .; .. 
Ho'\V old are you?. : . : . • ... •... ~ . When i.s your birthday? ... •.. ~ ..... . 
School. ...... ~ .... Grade ~ ~ ....... Date .. • ... . 
This is to be a reading test. You are to read a number of paragraphs . 
. Each paragraph tels you to make some sort , of mark with your 
· pencil to show that you have understood the paragraph. ·_Do exactly 
what the paragraph_ tels you fo •do. ·- Make the marks quickly-do 
not waste any time_ trying -to make prety drawings. The purpose 
·of the test is to see how many of the paragraphs you can read. in a 
short time.· Don't waste any time. Don't look at anyone else's 
paper. Remember, you must do exactly what the paragraph tels 
you to do. Don't make any marks other than those the paragraph 
tels you to make. Wait until you are told to "Begin," ·then, turn 
the page and work as quickly and accurately as you can until you 
are told to "Stf\p ! ;, 
Do Not Tum the Page Until You 
Are-Told _to Begin · -
To the examiner. 1. See that each child has a penciL -If colored pencils 
are used the tests wil be much easier to score. 2. Distribute the papers. 8. 
Have children :fil in the blanks _on this page. 4. Read the directions aloud. 
Hold up one of the inner pages to show the test paragraphs. Tel the children 
they are to read, in order,. as many paragraphs as they can in eight minutes. 
(Demonstrate the order on al three pages.) 5. This page should be face up when 
the signal "Begin" is given. The pupils then turn the page and begin. 6 Say 
"Stop" at exactly the end of eight minutes. Be very careful to a1Jow exactly 
eight minutes' time. 7. Colect the papers immediately •. 8. See Manual of Dj . 
rections for methods of scoring and norms. · 
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· -1. Ruth has three dols.. One is a negro 
dol, one is >a baby dol, and one is the dol 
·her mother had when. she was. a; litle girl. 
Ruth loves the old-time dol best of al be-
cause it was her mother's. Draw a line under 
the dol that Ruth loves best. 
2. Mary gave her mother. a prety. flower · 
for her birthday. Here it is on the table. 
The flower has been in bloom se'.veral days. 
The petals are ready to fal. They wil fal 
on the table just below the bloom. Draw a 
circle where the petals wil fal. 
3. It is now half past twelve. Rose must 
· take her music .lesson at t ree~ Draw a line:-
around the number that wil tel Rose when 
it is time for her to go to her ·music lesson. 
· When this is done .she wiH know when it is 
time for her to leave. 
4. Some things· grow in the ground and 
·some things grow on trees. Here is a walnut, 
an onion, a beet, and a peanut. The onion, 
the beet, the peanut, grow in the ground and 
the walnut grows on a tree. J?raw lines 
J under the ones that grow in the ground. 
5. A box of apples has been sent to Jack. 
·These five apples have just been taken from 
the box. The second apple is bruised so badly 
that it cannot be ea ten. Draw a line through 
it to show that it ~ no good, so that no one 
· ·wil want to eat it. 
. 6. It is now January 20. About a week 
ago Wiliam's father gave him a sled for his· 
birthday. His birth.day came on January ~ 
Draw a line around the day on the calendar 
which washis birthday so we wil know when 




7. Wiliam wants to keep his.score in Arith-, 
metic for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The first day he worked eight examples, the 
.second· day nine, and Wednesday . ten. ·Put 
· the score by the day on which he did best, so 
Wiliam wil know how wel he has done. 
~ 
8. Many trappers live in the cold north., 
They hunt wild animals for their fur. A 
trapper lives in this tiny hut and these are 
his d ~ They made a long trail . as they 
came through the snow from the hut. Draw a 
line showing the trail the trapper's dogs made. 
. I ~  J. 
9. Here are three kinds of stamps. The first 
was once used on t ard ~ The e~ d is for 
leters. The third kind is for leters that are 
to be sent very quickly. Draw a lin,e under 
the stamp you would use on a leter that.does 
not have to go quickly. 
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10. Here are five litle kitens iri a row. Two 
of them are pure white. The third one a~ 
black ears and a black . tail. The next one 
has ~  ears only. The .last one has ·a 
black tail only. Make a cross · on a kiten 
that does not have black ears. 
11., Sewing machines can sew with one thread 
or two threads. ·If a machine uses two threads 
as in the upper picture, we cal it lock stitch:· 
If it uses one thread as in the lower picture, we 
cal.it chain stitch. Place the number 2 by 
the stitches made with two threads. , 
12. Ruth is stringing beads for a necklace. 
Al .the beads are different colors. She has 
not yet ,:finished the · necklace. She wants 
to put a large red bead on the end of the 
string that is hanging down. Draw the bead 
for Ruth where it should.be. 
' I 
13. Walter had these three pieces of money. 
He wanted tq buy a valentine for th.e school 
valentine box: He found valentines for fifty 
cents, ten cents, and twenty-five cents, but no 
one was to pay m9re than ten cents. , Draw a 
line under what Walter paid for the a e t e~ 
~  
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14. There is going to be a clean-up day in 
the town ·where .Dave- e ~ It is to be a -
holiday and every child wil help make the. 
town clean and prety. Monday, the tenth· 
of ar ~ wil be the day. Draw a cross on 
the day that wiU.bea holiday. . 
l. . 
15; Here are three kinds of swings you can 
make with rope. Dave likes the first one 
because he says it is like the one he saw at 
the circus. He thinks he can go highest on 
it, too. Most children like the second. Make 
a cross under the one Dave likes best. 
16. The litle Eskimo child does many things 
different from things you do. He lives in a 
house made of snow, and wears mostly fur 
clothes. He sleeps in fur bags while you 
sleep in nice beds. Both keep• children warm. 
Draw a .line under what the Eskimo child 
sleeps in. 
17. This is a large feather from a bird. It 
is· very prety and Mary's mother wants to 
·'·use it as a pen. A pen point wil have to be 
placed on the left end. Make a cross where 
it should be placed so Mary's mother . cap. 
have it put on. · · 
IS. Wiliam has made a bird house so that 
some bird wil build its nest in it. He wants 
·. to place some food in front of the round opening 
so that the birds wil come. Wil you make 
a cross there. so that this bird wil come. to 
the.house now? 
19. John IOves his pet pony. He rides it 
everywhere. He says he likes his pony :-
because it has a white nose. The pony likes 
John, too, and likes.to· take him on his back. 
Draw a cross over the picture of John's 
pony, so he can find him quickly. . 
090008 
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20. James's uncle gave him a dozen beautiful 
marbles. James played with them for a few 
hours. ·Then he thought of his friend Tom who 
was sick. He took him four of the marbles 
and Tom was very happy. Draw a line around 
the number of marbles James gave Tom. 
· 21. This litle girl is going to see· a friend. 
She has to cross this stream of water: It is 
~ very wide but she needs something to 
step on as she crosses. One stone would · 
be enough. Place a r ~ where it .should 
be placed. Now she. can go to see her friend . 
22. It was· geting very cold. Ben needed 
some warm clothes. His father wrote down 
the names of the ones above. His mother 
said that he did not need suit or gloyes e~  
cause he had those. Draw lines under the 
clothes that. Ben needed and that his father 
went to u ~ 
23. This is a coaster cart. The children 
place the cart at the top of a hil and coast· 
down. But it cannot be used· now until t ~ · 
wheel is placed backon it. Make a cross where · 
it belongs. When thewheelisputonagain the. 
children wil coast down the hil. 
24. Here is a train,.ready to tart~ The engi-: 
neer wants ,to be sure his train has the right 
signals, a red flag on the front and· a green: 
flag on the back. Make a big cross where 
the red flag should be and a smal cross where 
the green flag shou1d be. 
'. ·. ·: . . 
<;i'ATES SILENT READING TEST 




Write your name here ............................ . 
How old are you? ....... When.is your birthday?-............ , . 
School .. · ..... · .. Grade ......... Date ... : .... · ....... . 
This is a reading test. You are to -read a. number of paragraphs. 
Below. each paragraph are three questions.which you must answer by 
drawing a line under the one word or phrase which gives the best an-
swer. Let us . try a sample before we begin the real test. . First read 
the paragraph. Then underline one-and only one-of the · four 
answers to each of the questions to show that you understand what 
the paragraph said. · 
Next morning she awoke and found herself 
in a beautiful room. The wals were covered 
with silken curtains. There were two mirrors 
made of pure silver. The qed was made of 
'ivory. . The coverings were made of silk and 
velvet. By her bed lay a dress and a pair of 
er~  The dress. was made of 'silk. The 
slippers were covered with diamonds. 
Where did the· girl find herself? 
barn . room garden store 
What were the mirrors made of? 
silver gold pearl silk · 
What were on the slippers? 
rubies pearls opals diamonds 
On the folowing pages are.more paragraphs just likethis'one. When 
the signal "Begin" is given you should turn the page, read the first 
paragraph and underline the best of the four answers to each question, 
just as you did here. When you finish the first go o.n with the second 
and so on until the signal "Stop" is given. The purpose of the test 
is to see how many paragraphs you can read and mark correctly in a 
short time. Don't waste any time.· Don't look at.anyone's paper. 
Do Not Turn the Page Until You Are Told to Begin 
To the Examiner. See that each child has a pencil. If colored  pencils a_re used the tests are much 
easier to score. ~  Distrihutethe papers . 3. Have children fil in the blanks on this page. 4. Read 
the directions (above) aloud. Explain them with great care. Have the children try the test paragraph 
(above). Ask them which word they marked. Explain carefuly why one answer is correct and the others 
wrong. Give special atention to those who marked the wrong answer. See that al understand 
exactly what they are to do. 5. Show the order in which the paragraphs are to be read on al three 
pages by holding up a copy of the tests. Tel them to read in this order. 6. This front page should be 
1
up when the signal "Begin" is given. 7. Say "Stop" at the end of exactly eight minutes; 
8. Colect papers immediately. . 9. Score according to directions given in the Manual of Directions. 
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS 
tar~er a Qtnlbge, Qinluuthtt Jluiu.mdty 
NEW YoRK CITY 
'copyright, 1926, by •reachers Colege 
1. Did you ever play garden 'shop?. A low 
bench can be your stO're. If you are in a 
garden you can find al kinds of things to sel. 
St01;1es wil make good potatoes and.the heads 
of daisies wil look like fried eggs. Cofee 
can. be sold· by using· brown seeds. Yel ow -
~e  . can -be_ sold_ for buter or cheese. 
You can have a lot of fun t~ a garden ~ 
What could you use for your garden ·store? 
house roof ' bench horse 
What would-look like fried eggs? 
stones daisies seeds ·violets 
What could yelow poppies be -u e~ for? 
cofee potatoes roses buter· 
fl. Do you ever want to go to places that 
you see . on lhe map? One litle girl I know 
i: used to have a make-believe family. She 
would make believe that she was traveling 
with her family through different countries on -
the map. One d_ay she would be traveling ~  
China and ·the next day she . might be in 
England. It was great fun for her. 
One·litle girl had a make-believe-· 
toy arm family ·house 
One day she would be traveling in-
China , star sky earth 
It was great-_ 
sorrow fun-trouble worry 
. 8. The Chinese know how to make dainty ~ 
and pleasing toys. Some of• the smalest· 
things they make are water· flowers. You 
buy these in tiny boxes. They are like but-
tons of thin wood. .·When you put them in 
water, gay flowers spread out from their sides. 
These flowers are made of wood which swels 
./""when it is wet and the litle flowers· unfold . 
4. Some people think snowflakes look like 
white bees. Others say they are like white 
feathers. There are people who cal snow-
flakes bits of coton. Did you ever look closely 
at a snowflake that has just falen on your 
sleeve·? If y'o'l) did you know that it is realy) 
like a pile of many bits of lace. Each bit of· ..
-snow lace_ is perfect. 
Some people think snowflakes look like-
frogs . bees worms mice 
Some people think snowflakes look like-
. bird feet brushes -brooms feathers 
A snowflake is realylike a pile of bits of-
ribbon lace string . cord 
5. There is no pretier pet than the baby 
guinea pig._ -He is much pretier and softer· 
than other animals. Baby rabbits are. born -
without fur and have their eyes closed, but 
the baby guinea pig-has fur and teeth and 
looks like a soft, tiny bear. He is so tiny that 
he· can be hidden under a cup. A gumea 
-pig does not scratch as a kiten does. 
Baby rabbits are born without-. 
ears eyes ~ur e~  -
A baby guinea pig looks like a tiny-· 
ant bear rabbit' owl 
A guinea pig does not-
run eat scratch sleep 
-' -
6. Tily Turtle was very unhappy. She did, 
not like her watery home. She climbed up. 
out of the water and sat upon a log hour_after 
hour. There she could watch the gay utter~ 
· flies that flew over her head. 'She watched the 
buterflies al day and tried to forget about 
her dul green house_ in the pond. But at 
night she had to go back to Jt . 
. You buy Chinese water flowers in tiny- .How did Tily Turtle feel? 
boxes gardens lakes .hushes gay unhappy afraid joly 
These toy flowers are made of a- What did she watch? 
metal wood cloth stone frogs horseflies. buterflies ·birds 
These flowers unfold in- Where did she have to go? 
L _____ d_u_s_t_·_h_e_a_t __ w_a_t_e_r __ s_m_ok_e ____________________ h_· o_m _ e__ I_o_g __ t r ee r u d ~ 
7. You know how "dandelion seeds travel. 
They are feathery umbrelas.which the least 
breeze can carry. But other seeds travel in 
other ways. Some seeds have horns and 
hooks that catch in fur and clothing. Poppy 
seeds grow ripe in a pod shaped like a pepper 
shaker. ·When the wind sways 'this shaker, 
the poppy seeds fal out through tiny holes.· 
Dandelion seeds travel on a breeze like 
litle-
hooks dishes stockings umbrelas 
Some seeds catch in fur because they have-. 
·pods hooks plants umbrelas 
. Poppy seeds grow ripe in pods that are like-. 
horns cars pepper shakers coffee-pots , 
8. When you think. of fish you likely think of 
goldfish or such fish. as those you eat~ But 
there are fish that are as clear and soft as 
jely. There are smal white fish that ·are 
moon-shaped and. almost as thin as paper. 
There are fish that look like dark snakes. 
Some fish have bright colors like parrots and 
some even have mouths like a parrot's. 
There are fish that are as clear and soft as-
glass wood coton jely 
There are fish that look lik:e-
poles snakes mice sticks 
Some fish, like parrots, have bright-
claws colors feathers wings 
9. We used to think that a map was such 
a funny thing. A map of a city did not look 
at al like the city to us. But now we have 
the airplane and the moving picture machine. 
We can get a map of a city that looks just 
exactly likethe city. We can see al the streets 
and houses and parks right on the map 
before us. 
What did we use to think was a funny 
thing? 
water map city house 
What helps us now to get a good map? 
sky chair airplan'e stars 
What else helps us to get a good map? 
moving pictures streets' parks cars 
· IO. Nogasak was ·a litle Eskimo girl. She 
lived with her parents in a a ~ near the 
North· Pole. It was a queer-looking place. 
The houses were ·rounded mounds of snow 
about as tal as a man . They were close 
together. Each family built its house where 
it pleased. There were no streets,· ~  · there 
was no need for them in.· so smal a :vilage. 
Where did the litle Eskimo girl live? 
in tropics near North Pole in Europe 
near South Pole 
What was her house made of? 
straw brick snow · grass 
What was queer apout the vilage? 
~ snow · no houses no streets no ~ e 
11. The nightingale is a bird .that is caled 
the sweetest singer of al. In America 
you can see one only in a zoo. Its cage may 
be next to that of a red and green parrot that 
squawks and acts like a clown. The nightin-
gale itself is a smal brown bird with a thin 
beak. It looks dul beside a parrot. It wil· 
not sing in its. zoo cage.· 
What bird is caled the sweetest singer? 
clown-bird parrot robin nightingale 
What color is a nightingale? 
red green brown white 
· Where are nightingales in America? 
woods zoo street· desert 
rn. Have you ever walked. in cool. damp 
woods where mushrooms grow? Many mush-
rooms are as beautiful as any flowers. There 
are bright 'yelow ones that have smal white 
frils on them. There are pink ones that are 
like huge rose petals. There are smoky ones 
like. smal lamp shades. Some mushrooms 
look like towers with red roofs. 
Some bright yelow mushrooms have-
frils ribbons bows shoes 
Some pink mushrooms are like rose-
beetles petals roots · thorns 
There are mushrooms that look like towers 
with roofs of-
blue green red yelow 
I3. , Have you ever seen the litle round 
bals on the oak tree ~ They· are green in the 
.summer. They are the nests of the litle 
· galflies. When the·· litle galfly comes out 
his nest turns brown and fals of the tree. 
Children love to run and . step on these liUle 
'puffbals" because they often break with a 
loud popping noise like a firecracker. 
Tl;ie round. bals on the oak. trees are the 
homes of-
caterpilars galflies birds frogs 
The galfly' s nest turns-
red green· brown white 
When they break they sound like a-
lion firecracker automohile bel 
~ Ages and ages ago men began to live on 
this earth. They were savages who lived in 
a warm climate where they needed no cloth-
ing. ·They did not know how to cook . food 
for themselves .. They got their food as ·the 
. animals did from the tree·s· and bushes around 
them. Not until they learned to use fire could 
they cook meat or move to a cool climate. 
What did the first people not need? 
food water sleep :· clothing 
Where did the first people get their. food? 
frying pan trees ice box stores 
What did they need to learn how to use 
before they could cook? 
electricity clothes fire dishes 
15. · There are .many ways one can make a . 
re~ Man found out these ways long before 
matches were made. One way is to rub two 
pieces of dry wood together until they become 
very warm. ~ wil make enough heat to 
set fire to dry grass. ·Another way is to hit 
two pieces of rock together. until sparks fly 
of and set. the dry grass on fire. -
What did man rub together to get enough 
heat to set grass afire? 
clay coal grass . wood 
What did he hit together to make sparks? 
rock wire matches . grass 
What kind of grass was used to start the fire? 
moist green ·dry ·.•fresh 
16. One way that people learned what 
happened a long time before they were born: 
was through story-teling. The fathers and 
mothers of· long ago told· their children stories. 
Then these children would tel the stories to 
·their children when they grew up. That is 
the way stories of people and places were 
learned before there was reading or writing. 
How did people of long ago learn what hap-
pened before they were born? 
telegraph radio stories reading 
Who told stories to the children long ago? 
children radio San ta Claus mothers 
How was history learned long ago? 
t~r e  writing . ~  pictures books 
17. People found out that the fingers on one 
hand would help them to count.· They made 
·number names as far as five. Then. they 
would say, "five and one," and "five and 
two," and "five .and three," and "five and 
four." But when they got above ten they 
just had to say "a great many." This was at 
" the time when people were usi:ig stone tools., 
What did people use in counting? 
watch machine cards fingers 
When did they just say "a great many": 
above two ·above five above seven 
above ten 
What were people using at this time? 
aeroplanes machines stone tools 
steel tools 
18. . The lion is caled the king of beasts. He 
is very strong. A blow from his paw is like 
a . blow from a big hammer. The. other 
.animals are afraid of him. He likes to put 
·his mouth to the ground and' roar because 
this awful sound makes the other animals so 
afraid that they rush away. Then he may 
run after them and catch them. 
The lion is very-
tal -weak strong slow 
The lion likes to-
. laugh cry sing roar 
When the lion roars the other a ~  
happy afraid joyful gay 
· ~  sPEED 0FREA01Nc .TEsT·ccRAoEs-1V', 1'o: v111) 
Copyright J., C. Chapman, 1924 · · ',: (Alternative form) Form B. _· . :-
School ____ .....,. _________ .,.-_ 
Date. ________________ Mos . . ii Grade--------"_Teacher ____________ _ 
t~ d rd  or Achievement for the · 
various levels of. the various grades, e; > 
· <Midyear smoothed reiults) .g . ] -
Levels of Achievement 
2! 
Cl Cl 
Indeterminate •• , D+ 
'Highest •••••••• g 05 15.4 18.8 
Very High •••••• 8 88 18.4 16.S 
High •••.•••••• 7 79 . 11.5 u.-. 
Medium High ••• 6 66 9.5 lU 
.MEDIAN •••••• 5 .so 7.5 10.4 
Medium Low •••• " 54 
IJ.5 M 
~ ••••••••.• 8 21 8.5 6.4 
Very Low .•••••• 2 u 1.6 4.5 
Lowest ••••••••• 1 5 0 2.5 
































Score is the number right 
Score of pupil [] 
The table given shows the achievement 
of the various levels of each grade. Thus 
a pupil of ·Grade VII. -scoring l4. is a 
Median pupil. while a pupil scoring 20 i s
a Very High pupil for that grade. By 





at the point of achievement which h 
reached,·a picture of. the pupil's relativ 
standing in his grade as obtained. · Thu 
for a pupil of Grade VI, scoring IS. 
cr9ss should be placed slightly above 12.8 
Distribute the papers this side up and do not alow them to be turned to other side until signal is given. 
SPEED OF READING TEST 
PRELIMINARY DRILL 
TEACHERS' DIRECTIONS-The material given below is used to give the pupils some preliminary exercise 10 that they wil u der ta~d precisel,y what ha• to be done. 
Al tests of speed demand exact and immediate understanding of the directions. · Youcannotbetoocarelul to see that every pupil gets the idea otlhe test before the papen 
are turned and the liming commences. · · · 
In the second half of each of .the folowing sentences, one word ~  the meaning of the paragraph. -Find this word as quickly as 
you can, and cross it out. You must not write anything. Cross out the word that should not be there.-In the first paragraph you can · · 
see that the word "thinnest" does not fit in with the meaning of the rest of the paragraph. You wil therefore take your pencil and draw 
a. line through the word. _In the second paragraph, ••nail" is wrong; you must, therefore. cross it out. 
It was such a cold, boisterous, and wintry day that every 
person who was walking wore the thinnest clothes that he could 
:find in his clothes-closet at the time. 
There was a fire last night, and five houses were burned to · 
the ground. It al happened because someone was careless. 
and threw a nail into the waste-paper basket. 
Now cross out the one word which should not be there in tho six paragraphs below. After you have done them. the teacher wil go . 
over them oraly to be sure that you understand. · 
A. There wns not a drop of ink in t ~ house, for someone 
hnd broken the botle we kept it in, so Mary decided to finish 
her leter with a pen. 
B. Yesterday I went down town to buy some shoes and . 
rubbers, but, when I got home, I found I had forgoten to go 
to tho flower"'.store to get them. · 
C. The water had frozen, making the road as slippery as glass. 
It was only with the greatest dillculty that I prevented myself 
from fighting ns I made·my way home. 
D. I was not in time for school, because I played marbles on 
the way; so the teacher sent a note to my parents, saying I 
had been•early that moming. •: · 
E. One of the boys was extremely rude to the teacher so she , 
made him come an cl stand by her desk, to. show that h9 had. 
been a very good boy. 
F. When I am enjoying anything very much, time seems to 
go very quickly. I noticed this the other day, when I spent 
the whole afternoon reading a very uninteresting book. 
TEACHERS' DIRECTIONS-Do not proceed to the le9t proper until you are quite certain that every pupil understand. exactl.v what hu to be done. Antwer an1 
questions thAt may arise, and just before commencing make one of the pupils late definitely just what is required. 
Thi• test hat been constructed to make marking as easy as possible. After the test hu been taken lbe pupil9 may change papers and do the marking while the teachet 
1lictatc. the correct answer•. Score i the number right. 
On the other side of this sheet, there arc thirty paragraphs like the ones you have done. When you are given the signal, and not 
before, tum the sheet over, and cross out in the aecond part of each paragraph. the one word which should not be there. Ask no 
qucstion.11. Do not stay too long on any one paragraph; but go on to the next. Remember you do no writing; you merely croas out the 
one word in the seconcl part of the paragraph. 
Tht1 la a teat for 1peed and accuracy. Be sure to work as Inst as you can, and yet not make mistakes. 
Alow exactly two and one half u~e  ~ _ mins.> 
J.B. LIPPINCC?TT COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, PHILADELPHIA 
Cross out, .in the second part of each paragraph, the one word which spoils the meaning. ~ minutes alowed.) 
1. Mary· was siting on the seashore one hot day 
in June. She said to· her mother, "If only I had 
· broughtmyskatesalong,lcouldhavehad great fun.• 
2. The house. was brightly lit and a merry and 
happy party was going on. The passers-by knew 
this· for· they could plainly hear ·. many · people 
weeping in the house. · 
. ·3. Thismorning·my mother asked me·to find out 
what time it was. I therefore ran just as rapidly as 
1 could to look at the calendar on the wal. 
4. Mary is only five years old, and yet her eyes 
are troubling her a great deal. It seems ·dreadful 
. to be compeled to use crutches at so young an age. 
5. The visitors were not expected and as the 
pantry was empty there was nothing to do but to 
tel· them they. would have to• go home without 
geting any money. 
6. -·Mr. Smith gave a newsboy a quarter for a paper 
· and left without his change. ·When the boy ran 
and told him he said he had never seen such 
dishonesty. 
~ It was a cold day in winter and the grouid was ' 
covered with deep snow. -The children thought it 
just the day to go swimming for the sun was bright. 
8. There is dust everywhere, and I must get the 
·. furniture rubbed of as soon as possible, so.· run 
down . and bring me my shoes from the closet 
under the stairs. 
9. When I spent this afternoon driving nails in 
order· to hang pictures I had no trouble because I 
used the very · •best saw to be bought at the 
· · hardware store. 
10. When he awoke, sunshine flooded his 
bedroom. He threw back the clothes of the bed, ' 
and stealing towards the window he looked out. 
"How dark it is outside," he cried. · 
11. Frank had·.· been expecting a leter from his 
brother for several days; so as soon as he found it 
on the kitchen table he ate it as quickly as possible. 
12. A certain doctor living in a city near here , 
always has a very serious expression on his face. 
This is perhaps because in his work he meets only 
wel people. 
13. When the automobile stopped the driver got 
out and found the tank was empty. Had he 
thought of it, he could easily have stopped and 
emptied it at the garage.· . 
14. Going , home on ·Sunday Susan passed the 
church from. which the sound of organ music was 
coming. She noticed that many people went in 
to dance, rich and poor alike. 
15. It was quite dark in the nursery; the children 
could see nothing. But their mother, as she tip-toed 
down the stairs heard Mary reading softly to her 1" 
litle sister. 
Go on to the next column. 
16. This band of men and women set sail for the 
new world where they could live in peace. There 
was great rejoicing when their eyes first saw their 
new automobile. 
17. A camel caravan was moving very slowly 
across the desert. Everyone was tired out from 
the long, hot journey and afraid that the supply 
of gasoline would not hold out . 
18. A boy was siting reading a most interesting 
book. He was very much disappointed to find 
that he could not finish· because there were a 
number of the nails missing. 
19. Of the lessons I have at school I enjoy 
handwriting most. Father says he can understand 
this since he and mother were very good singers 
when they were at school. 
20. I had no money to pay my fare when I got 
on ·the troley car today. When a friend loaned 
meanewspaper,you can imagine howpleased I was. 
21. To get the food they needed the Indians 
hunted in the forest and shot with their bows and 
arrows. For this ·reason every litle Indian boy 
was taught to dance. 
22. Seeing a strange man climb . through the 
window of my neighbor's house, I ran to my 
telephone because I wanted to ask the doctor to 
come as quickly as possible. 
23. Give your friends your photograph for a gift 
because they can buy anything else you choose. 
So go to the grocery soon if your gift is not to be late. 
24. Mr. Jones' furnace greatly needed to be 
repaired. As he wanted to have a good job . done 
he came to enquire where the best automobile 
repair shop could be found. 
25. Her. only reason for being absent from school 
was that she atended a party, but this was not a 
good enough excuse for the teacher to be wiling 
to refuse. 
26. James' u~ta  ~  went dry when he was 
doing his homework for school. He was very 
cross because until he got some more glue he could 
not continue his work. 
2 7. · The boys saw coming towards them an old 
· woman. bent with sorrow, dressed in deepest 
black. They thought, turning from their play to 
watch her pass, how happy she looked. 
28. On Sunday Mr. Jones never reads anything 
but good. books for he is a very religious man. 
Each Sunday I see him reading the newspaper 
before he starts for church. 
29. Johnny came walking into the parlor with 
very dirty shoes after playing al day. His mother 
sent him to clean his teeth and told him he was 
a bad boy. 
30. The paper hangers and cleaners are working 
in our house and nobody likes it. Even though 
the men are careful, the house is easy to keep 
clean at .such times. 
Score ls number right. D 
New. Stanford Reading ·Test 
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILES M. RucH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN 
TEST: .FORM V 
I -
FOR GRADES 2-9 
. . . 
Name ........................... · .... · . ............ · .... Grade ..... ' .. ; ... Boy or.girl .......... . 
Age ......... When is your next birthday? ..... · ................ How old will you be then? ........ . 
" 
Name of school ............................................. Date ..... · ............ ~ ...... : ... . 
I 
Score Educ. Schoo\1 Score Educ. Schoo11 Score Educ. Schoo\1 Age Grade Age Grade Age Grade 
-- ' -·----..-----------120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 
116 18-2 96 15--0 9.0. 76 12--0 6.2 
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74. 11-10 6.0 
113 17-6 93 14-62 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 
110 17--0 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 
105 16-3 85 13;_1 7.4 . 65 11-1 5.2 
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11--0 5.1 
103 16--0 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 
t Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering. 
2 Educational ages above this point are extrapolated values. 
Score Educ. Schooll Score Educ. Schooll Age Grade Age Grade 
-------- ,_ 
60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4 
59 10-7 4.6' 39 9-2 . 3.4 
58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3 
57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3 
56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2 
55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2 
54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1 
53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1 
52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1 
51 10--0 4.1 31 8-6 3.0 
50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0 
49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9 
48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9 
47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8 
46 9-8 . 3.9 26 8-1 2.8 
45 9-7 . 3.8 25 8--0 2.8 
44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7 
43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7 
42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6 
41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6 
20 7-5 2.6 
NOTE. Turn the book over to find Test 1, which begins on the last page. 
To THE EXAMINER. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering. 
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New Stanf. Read. V TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING 
. DIRECTIONS: Write JUST ONE WORD on each 
doted line. 
SAMPLE: 
Dick and Tom were playing bal in the 
field. Dick was throwing the bal and ........ 
was trying to catch it. 
1 Ned was crying because his pony had died. 
Just then a fairy· appeared and asked him why 
he was so sad. "Because," said Ned, "my dear 
.· litle ....... ~ ...... is dead.'· 
2-3 Christmas brought toys for alL There was 
a. bal for Mary and a cart for Paul. When the 
children found the presents, they were very 
happy. Paul played with his .•............. 
and Mary with her .. :............ al day. . 
. +-S Helen and Kate puled their sled through 
the deep snow to the top of the hpl and soon 
were coasting swiftly down again. They did . 
this ov.er and over. The ............. was so 
deep that they found it hard work to drag the 
............. to the top. 
.6,-7 A gray pussy saw a lark out in the field and 
,'thought it would make a fine dinner. "Con;ie 
here, prety lark," said the ............ ,"and 
I wil show you . the bel that hangs on my 
e ~ But the wise lark said he did not care 
to see the ............. and flew away quickly. 
8-9. A prety squirrel once livedin a holow tree . 
near the window of a farmhouse. In the ·room 
where the window was, a litle. girl named 
Nelie lay sick. Every day t e ~ ............ 
came to.the window and chatered a~ though 
to keep ........ ~ ~ r  geting lonesome. 
\ 
10-11. A grizzly bear had a home in the high 
. peaks of the mountains. Four flocks of bighorn 
.sheep occupied the same area but there never 
was any trouble between the ....... ~ a d 
the . ~ .......... ~  · 
12-13-14 Sarah practices ~  the piano every 
morning while Tom tries to play tennis alone. 
One day Tom asked Sarah to play with him 
and she said, "I can't, it. would make r:p.e sick 
to play." "Playing .. ~ t hurt 
you," said . ~ ............ ; "it's beter for you 
than playing the ............ ~  much." 
Go ·right on to the next column. 
15-16 An old fairy tale tels of a Htle girl who 
was cured of teling falsehoods. A wise fairy 
clasped a diamond necklace about the litle 
girl's throat. Whenever she said anything that 
was not true, the diamonds turned to coal until 
1 
the truth was told. This so shamed the 
~ t at she finaly learned to ·speak, 
only the ............. .
17-18 Although Bert and J ohp were brothers, 
they were not at al alike. John was big and 
strong and he had very few friends. On the 
other hand, ............. was smal and weak 
but he was ............. by everyone. 
19-20 The Eskimos sometimes ·live in homes 
made of blocks of ice. Since ice melts rapidly 
when exposed to. a temperature above 32 de-
grees, it is necessary for the Eskimos to keep 
the temperature of the room below ........... 
degrees to keep the house from ............. .
21-22-23 Al animals have some way of defend;. 
ing themselves from atack. The lion has sharp 
teeth, the rhinoceros has a hide so thick that. 
scarcely anything can pierce it, while_ the deer 
can jump and·run with great speed. If a single 
animal had the lion's ....... ~ ...... ,the rhi-
noceros' thick .... ~ ........... ,and the deer's 
ability to ............. ,it would be hard to 
conquer. 
~  Dumped into Ernest's ·corner of the . 
atic are a roler skate, and a ·much-read story-
, book. "Ernest likes me betfer than he likes 
you," said the skate. "Why, you poor skate, 
. how mistaken you are," said the book. At this 
moment they heard from outdoors, "Come on, 
. Ernest, let's scoot." The word "scoot" set the 
book's leaves a-trembling and sent a thril of 
joy through the iron heart of the skate. But 
just then it began to rain hard, "Piter-pater, 
piter-pater,' on the atic roof. This, sent a 
thril to the heart of the .. ·........... ,and a 
shudder to the heart. of the ..... ·........ .
Soon Ernest came in and said, "Where is that 
old ............. of mine?" 
21-2a Trout cannot live in water which is 
warmer than that of their cold n·ative mountain 
streams, and they prefer flowing water to ·stil ' 
water. In the governmentfish hatcheries the 
baby trout are kept in special tanks in which 
the water is kept .... ~ ~ a d .... ~ ~ ~ 
Turn the page and go right on. 
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TEST L READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING-Continued New Stanf. Read. V 
29-30 Johnny was walking down the sidewalk 
in a very peculiar way. He was saying, "If I 
step on a crack, I wil break my back; if I step 
in the middle, I wil feel fit as a fiddle." His 
............•. were not of the same length, 
because he was trying not to step on a 
31-32 Leonardo da Vinci, the artist who painted 
"The Last Supper," also made important dis-
coveries as a scientist. We do not of ten think 
of him as both ............ and .. :.......... 
33-34 In a certain vilage a ton of 'coal costs 
as much as a cord of wood, but it produces 
twice as much heat.· Therefore the poor fami-
lies in this v;ilage should be advised to burn 
............ ·. rather than ............. .
35-36 Steel is niade from· iron and is therefore 
a manufactured product. Similarly brass is 
commonly made from copper and zinc. This 
explains why we never hear of ..... ~ ........ 
and ......... ~ .... mines. 
37-38 The Iroquois and. many other tribes of 
Indians were very fond of war. However, the 
Papago Indians of Arizona prefer peace and 
quiet. The men sit lazily in. the shade of their 
huts while the women weave baskets. It is 
hard to imagine the ............. Indians ~ 
· ing to war or ............. hard. 
39-40 Deciduous trees lose their leaves in win-
. ter, while evergreens, as the.ir a~e implies, 
do not. Therefore, in forests composed of 
............. ~tree  ·the ground is less shaded 
in winter than is the case in forests whose 
trees are ............. .
41-42 There are many kinds or breeds of catle, 
each one being of some special use to man. 
Jersey cows are not highly desirable for meat, 
but produce large quantities of rich milk. 
Hereford catle have just the opposite charac-
teristics. Consequently, if one wanted to pro-
duce beef; he would choose t e ~ ~  
rather than the ..... :........ breed. · 
43-44 Al things considered, 'water is the most 
important factor that' determines success or 
failure· in agriculture. Temperature· is fre:-
quently a limiting factor, but. ... ~ ... ~ ...... is 
much dftener than temperature. the 
~ ~ a t r  · 
Go right on to the next column. 
45-46 "Prince," said the Sultan, "your condition 
can never be sufficiently deplored; no one can 
be more sensibly affected by your misfortune 
than I am. Never did anything so extraordi-
nary befal any a~  One thing only is want-
ing-revenge to which you are entitled; and 
I wil omit nothing in my power to effect it." 
The ... ~ .......... expressed his gratitude and 
began to plan how he might secure the 
.•............ to which the Sultan thought he 
was entitled. 
47-48 Ora and Anna Blackmore are twins. 
They have a sister, Helen, and two friends, 
Clara and Bessie. Write the names of two 
Blac.kmore girls who are not of the same age. 
..... ~ ....... and ............ .
, 49-50 e~ we hear, of the Chinese wearing 
wooden shoes and eating with chopsticks, we 
think it very odd. A Chinaman would be just 
as surprised at our leather shoes and our table 
forks and spoons. e~ ............. of any 
people appear ........... ~ .. to anyone not fa-
miliar with them. 
' ' 
51-52 A few yards away large birds were greed-
ily feeding upon dead fish, regardless of our 
presence. They were buzzards, sea vengers of 
our southern seacoasts. In spite of their being 
ugly and unmannered, we owe them a kind of 
respect, for we have.learned to know they are 
among the best friends of dwelers in the tropic 
............. ,disposing as they do of decay-
. ing ............. which otherwise might be a 
menace to heal th .
53-54 Many gardeners . plant perennial flowers 
in preference to annuals because the former 
wil bloom for more than one season. Since 
larkspur is an annual and delphinium is a per-
ennial, we can expect the ........... ~ .. wil 
live longer than the . ~ ............ 
55-56, If I were writing about the rich, I should 
be inclined to divide them, according to their 
atitude tqward life, into workers and para.: 
sites. The .moto of the worker is, "I owe the 
world a life," and the moto of the ........... 
is, "The ..........•. owes me a living." 
57-58 Man. wil risk as much for notoriety as 
for money. If this. were not true, why would· 
anyone risk his life by going over 'Niagara 
Fals in a barrel? Such a feat, even if success-, 
ful, may bring the "hero" no ............ ,but 
it is certain to, bring him much .......... ~  . . 
Go right on to the next page. 
TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING-Concluded 
59-6<>-61 We have al seen iron subjected to hot 
fires and yet it did not burn. However, iron 
does "burn up" and this fact is demanding the 
atention of some of our greatest engineers. 
Iron combines very readily with oxygen to 
form iron oxide, known as rust. Oxidation is 
only a form of slow combustion. Consequently, 
if ............. is not treated to ............. 
oxidation it wil soon ............. .
62-63 A nation composed of good homes is a 
good nation. The best homes teach their chil-
dren high ideals and g<;>0d habits which tend 
to prevent sickness, poverty, vice, or crime. A 
............. has few problems which would 
not be half cured if al. ............ ":'ere good 
ones. 
64-65 One of the fundamental aims of silent 
reading is that of traini.ng each child to atain 
his highest level of achievement in speed with-
out lowering his accuracy of comprehension. 
N either............... nor ............... 
should be developed at the expense of the 
. other. · 
~  A membrane which permits the passage 
of water through it but which does not permit 
substances dissolved in water to pass is caled 
a semi-permeable membrane. One which al-
lows dissolved substances as .wel.as .......... 
· to pass is a ~ e ra e  
68-69 We like to subdue. Boys like to go 
stamping through the woods, breaking their 
way.through to hew paths. Before this modern 
. age, war and hunting offered opportunities for · 
.the fighting spirit. The lives of most of us 
today are· more.............. Modern condi-
'tions make litle dei:nand on our ............. 
.tendencies. 
10-11 To pant for recognition, to yearn fo im-
press one's personality upon one's fel,low-men, 
is the essence of ambition. The ambitious per-
son may think that he merely thirsts to "do 
something' or "be somebody," but realy what 
he craves is to figure potently in the minds of 
· others, to be greatly loved, admired, or feared. 
To reap even a great success which no one 
............. does not satisfy the yearnings 
of the ............. individual. . 
Go right on to.the next column. 
n-73 Among the most characteristic and amaz-
ing properties of bacteria is their ability for 
rapid multiplication. It has been estimated 
that the descendants of one bacterium under 
continued and favorable conditions would in 
three days number 281,500,000,000 and weigh 
about 7,000 tons. Fortunately, under ordinary 
con di tions ................. does not proceed 
uh checked at such a ....... ~ ........ ~  · 
74-75 "Naive" and "unsophisticated" are fre-
quently confused. The former suggests a type 
of behavior which is· artless, spontaneous, and 
· free from restraints of custom. The later im-
plies fuly. as great lack of knowledge of social 
usage, and, in addition, conduct which ~ primi-
tive and perchance inelegant. Thus, the 
... ~ ...... ~ .... youth was the first to enter the 
car, and his ............. litle sister warmly 
~ e~ him in the presence of the king. 
76-77 The production of bodily eriergy involves 
a chemical process . . Animal energy is derived · 
ultimately from food. Al cel activity involves 
the expenditu.re of energy. Therefore al 
............. have to be ............. .
78 Fundamentaly, education depends upon the 
. ~ a t  of a person to profit by past experi-
ences. Past situations modify present and fu-
ture adjustments. Education in its broadest 
sense means acquiring experiences .that serve 
t ~ ~ ........... existing inherited or acquired 
tendencies of behavior. . · . 
79-80 Suppose that in a ce.rta.in country. the law 
provides that a wil, to be a valid legal instru.:. 
ment, must be signed by the testator (maker) 
in the joint presence of at~ ea t two witnesses 
who must themselves sign the . document in 
atestation of the testator's signature. 'Mr. 
Brown having drawn up a wil in the morn- , 
ing cals in Mr. Smith to witness his .signature 
and in the afternoon cals in r e~  Since 
Mr. Jones was.not present in the morning, Mr. 
Brown again signs the. wiP ·and Mr. Jones then 
signs it. This wil is .. ~ e au e the 
two witnesses ............ witnessed the mak-
ing of Mr. Brown's signature. 
End of Test 1 .. Look over you·r work. 
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TEST.2. READING: WORD MEAN1N9 New Stanf.Read.V 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the· word that 
~ e  the e t~ e tru~  as shown in the samples. 
SAMPLES: 
A rose is a 
-.box · ·flower home 
A roof is found· on a 
book person rock 
1 New York is the name of a 
month river 
house word 
city person ride river school 
:2 A shining· thing is 
'dul high r ~ warm · .· wide 
3 Silk is for 
books dresses gardens horses leters 
4 Joyful means 
even great happy short . · slow 
s Tears come usualy when we 
drink eat talk walk cry 
6 A horn makes 
pictures plans suits music tears 
7 A limb is a part of a 
story tabl.e tree· ·wal window 
s To stitch is to ·' 
reward sew starve · suggest tempt 
9 The ocean is 
fire · land paper· water wood 
.10 To lift means to 
raise begin drive laugh' watch 
11 Coton is used for baskets 
. clothes dinners notes wheels 
12 An American is a 
bal house · person place table 
13 A farmer works chiefly, with 
fish coal plan ts rocks ·wood 
14 Beaches are found on a 
barn coast cloak horse· roof 
15 A vessel is a 
boat bow cloth forest · lady 
16 To pronounce is to 
sail show · · speak stand watch 
17 A couch is a· kind of 
bed captain off er pick wal 
18 To be free is to have liberty 
luxury patience religion revenge 
Go right on to the next column. 
19 Frightful means ,· d re~t precise 
enthusi.astic ' terr ~  . vigorous 
20 Clever means 
. bright neat peculiar stern upright 
21 A snake is a foreigner 
I , 
galery· geography. mold . serpent 
~ To inquire is to · 
appear rest ask , sleep watch 
23 A remark is something that is . 
destroyed · slow ,held . kept said 
24 TO de.spise is to · 
bind effect hate obey observe· 
2s ·A parson is a 
minister pond porch pdson robin 
26 A monstrous thing is 
enormous modest musical useful torn 
21 An argument is a discussion 
guly gymnasium penance perjury 
2s Injury means 
charm \ experience haste harm · limit 
. 29 A misunderstanding is a kind. of diadem 
.disagreement disk magnet ·monastery· 
30· To scare is to 
sympathize tackle taunt terrify loan 
· 31 A worshiper is 
fearful . gracious 
domestic , 
·religious steady 
32 To sneer is to 
scoff scorch scratch scream scrub 
33 To.be brave is to be humble 
. courageous frightful honorable ignoble · 
34 Contentment means notion· 
provision rainbow satisfaction trifle 
35 Unarmed means advantageous 
beggarly defenseless verbal wasteful 
36 A purchaser is a 
flaterer buyer flirt hearer voter 
37 A sawmil produces 
candy brides dew wire lumber 
38 Commerce means 
speed station trade uncle weather 
39 To grant means to 
get give see step wish 
Go right on to the next page. 
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TEST.2 .. ·READING: WORD G~ ttt ued 
I , 
. 40 Violence .usualy causes · · .benefit 
~ e  harm knowledge ·respect 
· 41 A literary person is a champion 
driver robber founder writer 
42 A cave.is a · 
balad :-· dresser frontier . 
. . . ' 
43 An occ;upation is a -kind of· 
groto plea 
bath luxury activity relative vein 
44 "Thou means her him me they you 
45 To reveal is to 
·abuse disclose mess motor seek 
46 Solemnity means 
magic neutrality 
47 A balot is used in 







48 Ambition means aspiration 
frivolity • loitering remorse slothful · 
49 To heed is to· 
escape fancy · · hurry notice prove 
50 Lifeless means inanimate 
indefinite infamous undecided untidy 
51 Dignified means 1onely_ 
· monstrous prominent spiritual stately . 
52 An opponent is an 
owl ar ta ~ t oficer . outlaw inlet 
'boisterous 53 Tumultuous is 
a ~  · jocund lowly massy 
54 ·Constancy means 
. . . morsel rainfal 
grudge 
steadfastness 
.55 Eternaly means ·already 
always · completely entirely 
56 Liberality means promotion 
robbery reproof ·scandal 




inheritance . inscription ox ankle elf 
58 A frenzy is a county 
growth majority robber · rage 
60 To be prompt is to be 
frightful hospitable 
61 Capacity refers to 
formal· 
punctual purified 
authority bloom climate habit volume 
62 Shameful means dispassionate . 
immaterial naYve scandalous trac_table 
63 Romantic means , perverse 
sentimental shabby ·shameless spry 
64 Meager means exceptional 
scant suspicious . trivial vertical 
65 Indefinite means congenial 
indebted lawless workmanship . ·vague 
66 To be elaborate is to be artless 
. complicated . headstrong · plain ignored 
67 Ceaseless means boisterous 
d ~ ed discontented ended incessant 
68 Unscrupulous means dishonest 
vagrant voluntary wilful zigzag 
69 To s'ever is· to 
. cut hurt jump tie' twist 
10 To quail is to 
atack cower expand hunt retreat 
71 Submissiveness means 
cute heaviness wise 
daring 
meekness 
12 Doleful means 
molten_ nameless oriental vague rueful 
~  An ·associate is an adversary 
antagonist emigrant ensign aly 
avaricious 74 Covetous means 
bountiful gaudy . gray-headed. harassed 
75 A reprobate is one whois very 
cowardly . wealthy wicked 
ugly 
youthful 
76 To impafris to 
brand commend damage mingle scrape 
77 Sluggish means 
inert loquacious 
78 An insurrection is a 
rebelion publication 






angry perfect quick troublesome 
59 To forbear means to so Audacious means · ·absurd 
abstain knead .:-. · ladle loan . mimic ad ~r e · castiaf ·. · _:. dai;ing __ hapless 
Go right on to the next u~  End of Test 2. ~~  ~~~ ~ ur work. · 
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